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JESUS AND THE KINGDOM OF GOD
As a brilliant gem cut with many facets, each catch-
ing and reflecting the light in its own way, so is the teach-
of Jesus regarding the kingdom of God. Set amid a number of
priceless jewels of his teaching it still shines with greater
brilliance than any of the others. Jesus comes into his pub-
lic ministry with the message of the kingdom on his lips and
the call to a life in keeping with its character as his chal-
lenge to those who listened. As his teaching is shot through
with the message of the kingdom so his life is a continual
proclamation of his belief in the principles and his enthusi-
asm for the bringing in of that kingdom. Because of this
central position of the teaching regarding the kingdom in
Jesus' though^, men ever since his time have been endeavoring
to explain his exact meaning. What did Jesus mean when he
used the term? Was his thought of the kingdom entirely de-
pendent upon the conception as it was used in the popular
language of his day? Did he embody the apocalyptic ideas of
his time in his own teaching? Was this element predominant?
Or was there a creative element in Jesus 1 personality so
that he was able to add something distinctive, the outcome
of his own unique religious experience and consciousness, to
the then prevalent conception of the kingdom?
Just as people , looking at a brilliant gem, catch
I
different flashes of color; so scholars , studying the Gospel
record, see in it different meaning as to the kingdom.
What they understand in the message depends someiihat upon
their background, their training or their attitude. They
have gone to the record with sincerity and integrity of
purpose but have come away with different conclusions as
they have sought to answer some of the problems and questions
involved.
There have been those who have taken the material
as we have it in the four Gospels and have interpreted that
material in a way which is attractive to modern thought. They
have held Jesus' idea of the kingdom of God to be the ultimate
goal of human progress, the final consummation of the evolu-
tionary process. They have stressed those passages which
show the kingdom as developing, a gradual growth, distinctly
social in character. They have been inclined to minimize the
importance of, or discard as unauthentic, those portions of
the record which might seem to be eschatologieal in character.
On the other hand there have been those who have
held that Jesus did not have the same view of history as be-
longs to our day; that he was dominated by the apocalyptic
outlook of his own age and that his conception of the kingdom
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was molded by his idea that the present order was about to be
dissolved and that a new and a heavenly age was about to be
ushered in. His entire outlook was to the future. He had no
interest in this world and saw little or no value in its
institutions. This viewpoint has been ably presented and
emphasized in more recent years by Albert Schweitzer in his
"Quest of the Historical Jesus M in which he has presented a
critical study of its progress from Reimarus to Wrede. In
this book Scjftweitzer has taken the most extreme position in
regard to the eschatological interpretation of Jesus and has
made it apply not only to his teaching but to his life as
well. Everything is to be interpreted from this eschatological
point of view. Jj'or him Jesus 1 ethics are to be interpreted
as "interimethics"
,
designed only to apply to this world for
a limited period of time until the new age shall appear.
Between these two points of view are ranged the
scholars, some of them emphasizing the evolutionary , developing
aspect of the kingdom, others laying stress upon the eschat-
ological and apocalyptic elements. Our problem, then, is to
discover, so far as we can, the mind of Jesus in regard to
the kingdom. Was he an apoealyptist? If so, what was the
nature of his apocalypticism? Did he accept in their entirety
the apocalyptic ideas of his own age? Is it possible to
ft
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understand his teaching if we comprehend this eschatology
and apocalypticism of his time? Did Jesus have a unique
contribution of his own creative mind and religious exper-
ience or was he bound by the ideas derived from his environ-
ment and training? Do we find that in his teaching which
went beyona the current ideas of his time? Can we discover
in his teaching any basis for a "belief in the kingdom as the
consummation of a sociological evolutionary process? What
was the dominating idea in his message of the kingdom of
God? To endeavor to answer these questions is our task.
•
I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE CONCEPTION
a. Use or the term.
As we have the record in Mark, Jesus came preach-
ing, "The kingdom of God is at hand; repent ye, and believe
in the gospel." (1) He made no statement as to what he
meant by the term. He seemed to assume on the part of those
who heard a familiarity with and an understanding of the con-
ception which made any explanation unnecessary. Nor, so far
as we have any record, did they ever ask Jesus to explain his
meaning. Inquiries came from them as to when and vjhere the
kingdom was to appear and regarding the signs which were to
accompany its appearance but never anything in regard to its
nature. Then, tog, Jesus in his parables regarding the king-
dom gave us illustrations as to certain qualifications for
membership in the kingdom and as to how the kingdom was t6
come but never any concise definition as to its meaning and
essence. These omissions would seem to indicate that the
conception was not new and that the term was not freshly coined
to meet a new situation but that Jesus used the term with the
expectation that it would be understood.
Where did the conception arise? Bundy in his "Rel-
igion of Jesus" feels that the historical background out of
hich the conception came is not clear and that because of
(1) Llark 1:15
*
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the paucity of literary material which has come down to us
from Judaism before the Christian era it is difficult for us
to say much that is definite concerning its origin and devel-
opment. However. that may be we find "certain strains in the
substance of his message <bf the kingdom, as well as the form
in which he expects its arrival reach back in the history
and development of Jewish religious life and thought, " (1)
vVe do not find the term used in the sense in which Jesus em-
ployed it, either in the Old Testament, the later Apocrypha
or in the Pseudepigrapha, Those passages which most nearly
approach the idea of Jesus have been given to us by Bundy
and included in this list are Psalm 22:28, Obadiah 21,
Isaiah 24:23,52:7, Llieah 4:7, Zechariah 14:9, The Wisdom
of Solomon 2:8, Psalm of Solomon 17:3, Assumption of Mosea
10:1. This author in making this list has assumed that
Jesus 1 idea of the kingdom was that of a "society of G-od and
men" (2) and has stated that in these Old Testament passages
ana those from the Pseudepigrapha the conception was more
that of the rule of God than of a society. When we come to
a study of the Old Testament record of Jewish, life and history
we find that even though the actual term may not have been
used yet there is much that probably contributed a share to
the development of Jesus' conception of the kingdom. Here, too,
(1) Bundy: The Religion of Jesus p 107
(2) Bundy: The Religion of Jesus p 106
•
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we do not find universal agreement among the scholars for
while Bundy feels that there is little that we can say def-
initely about the development of the idea before the Christ-
ian era, others hold that the conception had a prominent
place in the Old Testament, one of them going so far as to
say that the conception was one of the fundamental concepts
of Je ish religious thinking and that it can be traced back
even to the very beginning of Hebrew history. (1)
8. Elements in the Old Testament Conception.
If one goes back to the study of the idea of God in
early Semitic thought one finds even here hhe conception of
god as a king and as such he was worshipped. The god of the
nation led the armies and assisted them in battle. If they
were defeated the god of the other nation had proved stronger
than their own. He was their protector and gave them laws
which they, as his people were required to obey. As a cor-
ollary to this conception of their god as king, would be the
idea of the people as his kingdom, i'uch that is similar to
this early Semitic idea we find embodied in the Jewish con-
ception of Jahweh.(2) Jahweh was their protector, to Him
they prayed for success in battle, to Him they looked for
assistance in any diffi culty . (3 ) Even ^.hen Samuel yielded to
(1) Scott; E.F. : The Kingdom and the Messiah, p 1
(2) ScoU, E.F.: The Kingdom of God in the New Testament, p 13
(3) Josh. 3:10,4:23,24
•c
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the demands of the people and gave them a king it was still
felt that back of the earthly king and through him Jahweh
still ruled, (1) Into this conception of Jahweh as their
king were poured other ideas which grew out of their own
experiences, sometimes more or less influenced from outside
sources
.
The history of Israel is a record of crises, many
times resulting in destruction and devastation. Oppression
and hardships were often their lot and despair might easily
have taken hold of them in their outlook upon life but out
of each new devastation Israel's faith in Jahweh and His
final triumph rose undaunted and this faith expressed itself
in a firm belief in a kingdom of God in which Jahweh would
be supreme. Some of these experiences caused them to revise
particular details of this faith but the main content of it
remained unchanged. The supremacy of Jahweh in the world
was the constant element and associated, with this faith was
a belief that in this new scheme of things Israel would have
a special and peculiar place, for had not Jahweh chosen the
Hebrews as His own peculiaft people? It would be through the
race of Israel that Jahweh would some day make Himself supreme
over the nations of the world. (2) Because of the glory of the
kingdom under David and the power of this monarch and the
(1) 1 Sam. 16:1, 15:17-23
(2) Liicah 4:1-2, Isa. 40,42,60
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honor accorded him, Israel often expressed its hopes for the
future as a revival of the Davidic kingdom. With the golden
age of this kingdom that was to come was oftentimes associated
the thought of a hero-king, the leader of Jahweh' s chosen
people in the new age. (1)
Closely connected with this thought of the coming
glorious age of the triumph of Israel was the conception of
the day of Jahweh. Originally the people of Israel had
looked forward to this day as one of joy and gladness for
would not Jahweh avenge the wrongs of His people and set
them in their rightful place of glctry and honor? But Amos
injected into the idea a new thought. He announced the day
of Jahweh as one of darkness rather than light, (2) as a day
of doom and not of gladness for Israel as well as for the
other nations of the world. All were to be judged "by Jahweh
and unrighteousness everywhere was to be condemned. This
day of judgment was believed to be the initial step in the
setting-up of the kingdom of God, the kingdom of righteous-
ness and peace. No single thought runs through the Old
Testament in regard to this new day and age for Israel.
Each prophet seems to have interpreted the conception accord-
ing to the demands of the circumstances surrounding him and
according to his own experience of Jahweh. (3) For many of
(1) Micah 4:6-5:15, 5:2, Isa. 32:1-8,9:6,7
(2) Amos 5:18-20, 1-3:2
(3) Isa. 5:18,19, Hos. 9:15-17, Jer.7 : 14, 21: 10,Micah 1:6
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the prophets the new age would usher in the day of supremacy
for Israel. (1) Her enemies were either to be destroyed or
put under her feet; a prince of the house of David would De
restored to the throne; the poor would no more suffer injus-
tices from the rich; those in authority would rule in right-
eousness. 12) For other prophets, particularly Amos, Deutero-
Isaiah and Jonah, the world was to share with Israel in this
kingdom of universal oeace since the nations of the world
would be brought tp a knowledge of Jahweh through Israel and
would acknowledge His sway and yield obedience to His will.
Thus all the nations of the world would enter into an age of
blessedness. 13) The one constant factor in the conception
was Jahweh. It was Jahweh that wa;; to bring in the new age,
sometimes directly, sometimes through one agent and sometimes
through another, it was Jahweh who was to rule in the new
age and it was the will of Jahweh that was to be obeyed.
;rhe development of the idea of the kingdom of i>od
seems to have oorne a very direct relationship to the history
of the Israelites. After they had lost their national
identity and had become vassals of the great empire the
thought or the ruling house began to fade from the picture
and Israel itself came to occupy the prominent place in pro-
phetic thought. In Deutero-lsaiah we find no reference to
(1) Isa. 41:3-16
12) Jer. £0,31 iJzek. £4:23,24,37 :24,25 Hos.3:o Mic.5:2-9,7:14-
isa. 9:1-7, ib:5
(3) Amos 9:7*15, isa. 55:6-8
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a Davidic king but Israel itself has been exalted. In Malaehi
it is a prophet rather than a king who is to usher in the day
of Jahweh. (1) Sometimes the agent of the new age was to be
a prince of the house of .David, sometimes a prophet, but always
a messenger doing the bidding of Jahweh. This agent came to
be called the Messiah, Conceived of as human but in some cases
with superhuman characteristics and qualities added to the con-
ception of his nature. But even the Messiah is not an essential
element in the thought of the kingdom for some of the prophets
have not included this idea in their conception. This is true
of the book of Daniel, born out of a period of great struggle
and of intensification of nationalistic consciousness and
aspirations, which marked a new development in the idea of the
kingdom. Antiochus Epiphanes had instituted a severe and dras-
tic persecution in order to stamp out, if possible, the rel-
igious faith and customs of the Jewish people. Instead of
success in carrying out his aim he was met by the awakening of
a slumbering devotion and a loyalty to the faith of their
fathers intensified and strengthened in the fire of adversity.
Out of such a period came our book of Daniel in which we have
recorded the vision of the Son of Man. (g) According to
Scott (3) this use of the phrase Son of Man is not referring
to the Messiah but is employed symbolically of Israel. Scott
(1) Malaehi 4:5
(2) Daniel 7:13
(3) Scott,E.F.: The Kingdom and the Messiah
•
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gives us two sources from which this symbolism may have come.
Israel, because of her nobler religion and purer morality was
to be used as God's power to bring about the kingdom. On the
other hand, the basis of the symbolism may have come from
primitive mythology and the Son of Man may perhaps have been
the angel Michael or some other intermediary being. However
it is interpreted, this vision of the Son of Llan has been
much discussed as the source of great influence upon the
thought of Jesus concerning the kingdom.
With the writing of Daniel began a new type of liter-
ature, known as apocalyptic, full of weird imagery and
symbolism, difficult for us to understand. Back of this
imagery and symbolism lies the controlling idea of the great
day when Jahweh would deliver His people from their oppressors
and set up a purified and redeemed Israel over the rest of
the world. It is not difficult to see the political signif-
icance of such an idea nor the lure it would have for the
down-trodden masses of poverty-stricken Hebrews. Their thought
of the coming day of judgment and the future kingdom of God was
predominantly political and nationalistic. For the Pharisees,
on the other hand, not feeling so keenly the pinch of circum-
stances, their hope became more and more transcendental. Jah-
weh, alone, could bring in the new age and man could but.
4
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wait in patience for God's appointed time. For them the apoc-
alyptic hope was supreme, relief could come only from the out-
side through catastrophe.
".'alker, in his discussion regarding apocalypticism,
leads us along another pathway • He holds that we are too ready
to assume that what was expected was a sudden change brought
about by a catastrophe, a change which was different from "all
the spiritual experiences of mankind. ,T ( 1 ) Apocalyptists accord-
ing to this au"kh° r are grouped in two classes; the optimists
who believe that men have a part in bringing in the kingdom
by fulfilling certain conditions necessary before God can work
out His purposes. Repentance is one of these conditions,
essential to the ushering in of the kingdom and men's work is
to call the people to such repentance as would bring religious
purpose and moral zeal and earnestness into their lives and
characters. On the other hand there is another group, the
pessimists who feel that the world has progressed too far in
its descent into evil and wickedness ever to be brought back
through human effort; that dtivine intervention is the only
hope for a thoroughly wicked world and all that men can do is
to wait for that intervention praying that it may come
speedily. In his summary of the conception of the kingdom
according to these two lines of thought Walker feels
(1) Walker: The Teachings of Jesus and the Jewish Teaching of
His Day. p 97
•
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that according to the optimistic trend the kingdom would toe
established on earth for a limited period, usually conceived
as set up and ruled by a Messiah, "In this case the idea or
a Hereafter is kept separate therefrom, and the effect of the
final judgment is to fix the eternal destiny of each indiv-
idual according as he has helped or hindered the coming of
that kingdom here." (1) The Messianic Kingdom was to be set
up on earth to be followed by the judgment which was to be
preparatory to the final bliss of the righteous. According to
1 Enoch there is real progress in God's cause on earth until
the final scene when a "change comes over the resurrected
righteous; the righteous dead rise now to share in the king-
dom." (2} According to 4 i^zra the Messiah reigns four hundred
years after which the Hessiah dies and with him all that is
human. "Then, after the close of that Messianic Kingdom,
shall the world be turned into the primaeval silence seven
days ..And it shall be after seven days that the
most High shall be revealed upon the throne of judgment ."( 3
)
In 1 Enoch, too,we find another development. According to him,
the kingdom comes in the eighth week, in the ninth, the right-
eous judgment is to be given to the whole world. In the
Assumption of Moses there is to "be the destruction of Rome by
Israel, a temporary kingdom, the judgment followed by the
exaltation of Israel to heaven. All these conceptions seem to
(1) Walker: The Teachings of Jesus and the Jewish Teaching of
His Day. p 86
(2) Walker: The Teachings of Jesus and the Jewish Teaching of
His Day. p 87
(3) Ibid: p 87
«
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follow somewhat the same idea, a temporary kingdom established
either with or without a Messiah, the judgment to be followed
by the final kingdom, , that of perfect bliss. With these
optimists there is a somevjhat missionary outlook. "Progress
may be made toward a grand climax in a great day of repent-
ance " (1) and so their effort is to bring the world whether
Hebrew or Gentile to repentance. For the pessimists, on the
contrary, there is no kingdom before the final judgment; no
missionary enthusiasm, for the only possibility for men is
to wait for the judgment which will be followed by the here-
after of blessedness. If this interpretation of the two
trends of apocalypticism be true, it would be well to remem-
ber in connection with our later discussion that all apoca-
lyptists are not necessarily east into the same mould. What
may be a fundamental conception for one may be differently
considered by another.
In addition to the elements in the conception as
given above some of our authors emphasize the presence of
dualistic philosophy in the Old Testament conception of the
kingdom; of the idea that in this world there are two opposing
kingdoms, the one fundamentally good with God as its leader and
the other essentially evil under the rulership of Satan, each
with its own intermediaries
,
good and bad. In the final
(1) Walker: The Teachings of Jesus and the Jewish Teachings
of His Day. p 99
«
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struggle between the t o, God is to be supreme and the golden
age will be ushered in. Others emphasize the thought of two
ages: one, the present, evilm full of oppression, injustice
and sin; the other future, hopeful and happy, blessed in the
1
1
supremacy of the good. "Von Dobschutz says that for the Jew in
considering future happiness the stress is upon the when while
for the Greek it is upon the where. (1)
According to Montefiore the doctrine of the Mess-
ianic age is the result of an unquenchable faith in God and
His final triumph and supremacy. The Jew looked toward the
future for his golden age and for the higher minds among them
the emphasis was upon spiritual things rather than material
conquests. Knowledge of God, bringing with it peace and right-
eousness, was the important thing in the golden age. He also
emphasizes the other strand in apocalyptic thought, that the
kingdom "meant a regular break and cleavage from the conditions
of the present, "(2) a confidence that God could and would by
His own power and according to His own will create a new world,
suddenly, catastrophically . "Many of these things for which
the doctrine stood were due not merely to the doctrine itself
but to the fact that the doctrine was now combined with the
other doctrines not native to it , of the resurrection of the
dead and of spiritual immortality. The T/essianic age before
(1) Von Dobschutz: The ^schatology of the Gospels p 67
(2) I'ontefiore: The Religious Teachings of Jesus p63
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the se doctrines arose was something much more, earthly and
material than it was afterwards. It then became more religious,
more spiritual, more transcendent." (1)
Hebrew literature, the background from which Jesus
and his associates drew for their conception of the kingdom
of God, has given us two elements in the idea, that of the
kingdom as a temporal rule with all the possible nationalis-
tic and political accompaniments and that of the kingdom as an
apocalyptic hope. It is upon this latter element that so
much stress has been placed of late. There is still one other
element which has entered into the Old Testament conception of
the kingdom to which some attention should be given. We have
noted how in the beginnings of Hebrew history Jahweh was wor-
shipped as a king who went with them into battle, watched over
them,protecteu them, and led them. So far He was but one
among many , worshipped in the same way as were the gods of
other Semitic races around them. But; Jahweh was different
from these other gods and in this difference lies His suprem-
acy. Jahweh was a moral being, righteous, and demanding of
His people righteousness. Only as they were righteous could
He protect them; when they disobeyed the moral law they were
p. nished. As the conception of the righteous character of
God gained a hold upon the Hebrew people they realized that
(1) I.Iont efiore : The religious Teachings of Jesus p 63
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if Jahweh were righteous, then, Ke must control the destinies
of other nations as well as their own, using them as instru-
ments of His will. The sovereignty of Jahweh, inherent in
Him because of His righteous character became prominent in
Israelitish thought and with this prominene came the real-
ization that no earthly kingdom could satisfy the demands of
a God of such a character. A perfectly righteous God must of
necessity be the king of a perfectly righteous kingdom. This,
then, is the third element in the Old Testament conception:
that of the kingdom as the establishment of the rule of God
over all the world, a theocracy. In this connection it might
be well to note that Dalman and Bousset hold that the express-
ion translated 'kingdom" always means "Rule" in the Hebrew
and not kingdom. (1)
In the Old Testament, then, we have three elements
in the Jewish conception of the kingdom of God, the kingdom
as a temporal rule, as an apocalyptic hope and as the sover-
eignty of God in the world. This latter thought is the one
which, in the opinion of Scott was developed by the rabbinical
writers. For them God always has been king and yet as long as
the world refuses to acknowledge Him as king His complete
kingship is still in the future, in a peculiar way Israel has
been and is under God's rule; yet there are those even here
(1) Hague: The Jschatology of the Apocryphal Scriptures.
k
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who, because they have yielded obedience to God's will, stand
in a still closer relation to God, They already have real-
ized the kingdom in themselves. That there are passages in
the Rabbinical literature "in which there is a real approach
to the Gospel saying, 'The Kingdom of God is within you l,r (l)
is the contention of Scott who also warns us against laying
too much emphasis upon these passages for in them submission
to the laws of the kingdom is the strict adherence to the
Law and the meticulous performance of its requirements,
C. Foreign Influences in the Conception.
Every step in the progress of our study seems to be
met by differences and disagreement on the part of the
scholars, and the effect of outside influences upon the con-
ception of the kingdom of God proves no exception to the
rule. We have some authors such as Scott who emphasize the
foreign influences. He suggests that in the conception of
the : ressianic hope we may trace some mythological ideas
from Babylon. He stresses especially the influences of
Persia; and gives at some length the similarities between the
Persian thought and that of Israel, pointing particularly to
the likeness between the Persian Saoshyant and the Hebrew
Messiah. This author also seems to consider important the
influence of the dualism of Persia upon Judaistic thought.
(1) Scoct, E.F. : The Kingdom of God in uhe New Testament
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He shows that the conception of two worlds, one good ruled
"by God and the other evil under the domination of Satan is
present both in Zoroastrianism and Judaism, In the world
which is evil, God, inasmuch as He is righteous in character,
can have no part. This world, then, becomes peopled with
angels who must act as intermediaries between a righteous
God and an evil world. Demons act in the same capacity for
Satan. There does seem to be similarity in ideas in the
conceptions of the two nations but we may well ask ourselves
the question as to how far we are justified in assuming
Persian influence upon Hebrew thought on the basis of simil-
arity in ideas. C.W. Emmet in his article on the "Messiah"
in the Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, while acknow-
ledging the striking similarity between Saoshyant and the
"essiah, feels that we can not adait of any direct influence.
In the same article he quotes .'oulton as dismissing the idea
and Bousset as holding that the likeness is between Saoshyant
and Elijah, the forerunner, rather than the Messiah himself.
He concludes by admitting that so far as details of the con-
ceptions are concerned there may have been some reaction
between the two.(l) Scott sums up at some length the influence
of Persia upon the Old Testament conception of the kingdom
of God, crediting the former with giving "unity to the con-
ception, raising the idea to a transcendental plane, freeing
(1) Em^iet: "Messiah" Sncy. Religion and Ethics
t
_ p o_
it from purely national interests and giving to it ahe
imagery and symbolism with which the coming of the kingdom
came to be clothed. (1) One or two of our authors mention
in a rather casual way the possibility of Babylonian, Persian
or Greek influences in the conception of the kingdom but
their very casualness has caused us some doubts as to the
importance of this outside influence. It seems to be quite
within the range of possibility that each of these nations
reacted upon the thought and life of the Hebrew people but
the genius of that nation is such that no conception would
be taken into their religious life without being made over
and enlivened by their own religiou genius and so made .heir
own.
In our exceedingly brief survey of the background
of the kingdom
of the conception of God as given to us in the Old Testament
and kindred literature we have discovered that there is no
single line of thought. Each writer has taken the idea,
clothed it with the details which would help interpret the
inner meaning of the conception for the time and circum-
stances in which he lived. Varying experiences brought out
varying interpretations of the idea of the kingdom of God.
Becau.se of this variation in interpretation we could feel
that it • uld be legitimate to hold that the term was an
e uivocal one whose content was different in different
(1) Scott, E.F. : The I-Iingdom of God in the Hew Testament
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situations and for different people. Is there, then, any
essential factor in the conception? Hague quotes Charles
as saying that there are really only two essential features
in the hole conception:— "It must he (1) a community in
which (2) Good's will is fulfilled." (1) According to our
judgment these two seem to "be the constant elements in all
the varying interpretations when they have been stripped
bare of details.
D. Place of the Conception in the Jewish Thought of Jesus
Day.
What place did this conception have in the popular
thought of Jesus 1 day? TVas the conception confined to the
pages of the sacred writings or was its influence felt in
the daily lives and customs of the people? If the preaching
of John the Baptist and the response of the people to it
may be taken as an indication of the influence of the thought
upon the religious life of the people, we should say that the
thought of the coming of the kingdom had a very real place
in the popular mind. John, the Herald came preaching the
near approach of the kingdom and the necessity of true repen-
tance as a requisite for entrance into that kingdom. Apparent-
ly it was not necessary for him to explain what he meant by
the term and according to our record the response of the
(1) Hague, W.V.: "The "schatology of the Apocryphal Scriptures
Journal of Theological Studies, Vol. XII
Oct. is;o
ft
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people to his preaching was immediate and enthusiastic,
great numbers going out to him from "Jerusalem, and all
Judea, and all the region round about the Jordan." (1)
Just what the people held regarding the kingdom
is not perfectly apparent from the record, nor is what John
himself believed clear beyond all question. Scott makes a
thorough-going apocalyptist out of him, holding that he makes
no break with the apocalyptic traditions of the past with
their speculation. For Schweitzer, also, John is above all
else an exchatologist and his preaching "does not confine
itself to the declaration of the nearness of the Kingdom,
and the demand for repentance, but leads up to an act to
which it gives a special reference in relation to the for-
giveness of sins and the outpouring of the spirit The
baptism of John was therefore an eschatological sacrament
pointing forward to the puring forth of the spirit and to
the judgment, a provision for 'salvation' By the
reception of baptism, that is, they are saved from judgment'.1
(2) To us, however, it would seem that so far as we have the
record John was not very much concerned with speculation as
to what the future kingdom was to be like nor how it was to
come. Strictly speaking, John seems to have suggested that
judgment was to precede the coming of the kingdom. (3) His
(1) Matthew 3:5
(2) Schweitzer: The Quest of the Historical Jesus p 376,377
(3) Matthew 3:10 Luke 3:9
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paramount interest, however, seemed to be in the preparation
of the people so that they would be ready for the kingdom
when it did come. Two thoughts seemed to have been vital
for him. God was righteous and still concerned with the
affairs of His people and second, the people werd sinful
and as such could have no part in a righteous kingdom govern
ed by a righteous ruler. Repentance was the issue, a repent
ance which was sincere enough to be manifested in works, was
his message. Apocalyptist he may have been but his interest
was not primarily in speculation but in right-living.
:!uirhead suggests to us that for the average
person of Jesus' day the term kingdom of God would connote
a conglomeration of political and apocalyptic ideas which
would be put to a number of different uses by fanatics and
enthusiasts. ( 1 ) L'athews distinguishes the content of the
conception for two different classes of people, the popular
masses and the more intellectual Pharisees. For the former
the conception had much in it that urged to revolt and "to
trace the rise of the growth of Jewish revolt is hardly
anything else than to trace the growth of the Messianic
propaganda. 1 ' (2) This idea goes back to the Old Testament
when the kingdom was thought of as a temporal rule of God
when Israel 'voulcL be supreme and her enemies punished. With
(1) Lluirhead: The :']schat ology of Jesus, p 113
(2) Mathews: The Messianic Hope in the New Testament.
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the Jxile and the loss of independence the hope of the exalt-
ation of Israel to a position of honor and glory grew dimmer;
and the belief in the final supremacy of God was tested to
the limit. The post-exilic prophets, realizing more intense-
ly the righteous character of God, came to the front with
their message that the 2xile, far from being failure on the
part of God, was His punishment of the people for their dis-
obedience and unrighteousness.
In Jesus' time Israel was still under the domin-
ation of the power of Rome; injustice and oppression were
rife. The time was ripe for revolution and now and again
arose leaders who were powerful enough to catch the popular
imagination and win some success for their ideas. The king-
dom of God became the watchword for the revolutionary element.
Their leaders were eager to bring in the day for which the
whole nation was passionately waiting. 'Here in this hope
the motif of the entire Zealot movement may be seen; its
members believe that, if once they could organize an inde-
pendent republic, during its struggle with Kome, the ''essiah
himself would come to its aid. It is even possible to see
in the desperate faith of the Jerusalem prophets a faith
born of Daniel 9:25, that the very destruction of Jerusalem
would in God's own time— 'seven weeks and three score and
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two weeks'-- be followed by the appearance of the 'lessiah. "(1)
Emmet questions how far these revolutionary movements were
directly connected with the hope but feels that Uiere was
enough inflammable material there to be kindled into a flame
when touched off by the spark of fanatical enthusiasm.
Kevolution, however, was not in the plan of the
Pharisees, the intellectual aristocrats of the nation who did
not feel the pinch of injustice and oppression. They held
that the world was too wicked for Jahweh's presence. Apoc-
alypse expresses their faith in the future, their conception
of the coming kingdom. They were content to await Jahweh's
intervention and turned to Him in a more zealous faith and
a .aore meticulous observance of the Law. headlam, on the
other hand, is inclined to believe that the apocalyptic hopes
were more or less in abeyance at the time. (2) Montefiore
suggests that we, in our analysis of the Jewish conception
of the kingdom, separate two elements which in reality are
welded together, There is a national and material element
but there are also religious and spiritual features. True,
in the kingdom that is to be the Jews are to be freed from
their rulers but it is also preeminently true that among the
essential characteristics of this kingdom are peace and
justice and above all others
,
righteousness and the kingdom
(1) Mathews: The "essianic Hope in the Hen Testament p 20
12) Headlam, A.C.: The Life and Teachings of Jesus (Jurist
p 249
«
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of God. 11)
The masses and the intellectuals were one in their
hope for the future. A O olden age was coming in which the
rule of God would be supreme. The difference lay not so
much in the essential features of their hope as in the
method by which this hope was to be achieved.
E. The Relation of the Conception of the Tessiah to
the Kingdom of God.
One more question must be touched upon briefly. In
many of the developments of thought regarding the kingdom, the
conception of a ".essiah see,.:s prominent. Is it an essential
feature? ,Vhen the thought was closely associated with the
return of the Davidic dynasty to power and authority the
idea of an exalted ruler was in the forefront. It is prom-
inent in many of the prophets, Amos 9:11-15, Hosea 3:5, Jer-
emiah 23:5,6, in parts of Isaiah, "icah and Ezekial but there
is little of it in Deutero -Isaiah. Scott holds that we do
not find the idea in Daniel, referring the "son of man" in
Daniel 7:13 as symbolic of the people of Israel. Other
authors hold, however, that the thought back of the phrase
is Messianic. '.Yalker sums up his conclusions in regard to
the :.-"es£iah as ohe term "to be technically applied to the
(1) Llontefiore: The Religious Teachings of Jesus p 61
•
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ruler who was "by some at any rate, regarded as necessary to
the bringing in of the kingdom of God among men. There are
two distinct characters to whom it is so applied, the one
human, whose scene of operations was this world or age, the
other superhuman, whose sphere was really the world or age to
come. Each was subordinate to and the ambassador of God." (1)
He is sometimes described in one way and sometimes in
another; once as a warrior-king, again as the prince of peace.
Here again we find vagueness and indefiniteness , with a
multiplicity of varying characteristics, applied to the con-
ception of the Xessiah, each writer interpreting the conception
as suited best his thought of the future. Sometimes the idea
of the Messiah in connection with the kingdom is omitted
entirely. So we conclude that while the Messiah is often a
factor in the bringing in of the kingdom it is not an essen-
tial element in the conception.
From our survey of the conception of the kingdom
of God in the Old Testament we should conclude that the
term, kingdom of God, was an equivocal one used to express
the hopes for the future but that the specific content of
its meaning and the method of the kingdom's coming difiered.
according to the circumstances surrounding the user of the
term as well as his own character and experience of Jahweh.
(1) Walker: The Teachings of Jesus and the Jewish Teaching
of His Age p 147
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The same conclusion was arrived at in regard to its use in
Jesus' own day among his contemporaries. In its relation
to our study in regard to Jesus' teaching concerning the
kingdom we should consider it legitimate to assume, then,
that while the Old Testament conception had its share in
Jesus' knowledge and thinking yet he was not bound "by the
older thought either as to content of the meanin0 of the
kingdom nor as to the method of its coming. He would have
the same freedom in interpretation as the earlier prophets
each of whom had interpreted the conception according to
his own light. Nor were all apocalyptists bound by the
same tradition. In regard to this apocalyptic hope, then,
if we should say that Jesus was an apocalyptist we should
have answered but half the question. Vie, of necessity,
would have to discover what kind of an apocalyptist he
was
.

-Si-
ll . SOURCES OF OUR MATERIAI IN THE GOSPED RECORD.
A. The Use of the Term in the Gospels.
As we have studied the historical background of the
conception of the kingdom of G-od we have realized that Jesus
did not coin the term "but that he found the idea ready for
his use in his ministry. "Ye have seen that there were sev-
eral elements e ibodied in that conception as given to us in
the Old Testament and that for some one of these loomed
large in importance while for another one of the other ele-
ments assumed that place. How does Jesus use the term? Does
he use it with the same significance as the prophets ? 7/hat
does he teach regarding the kingdom ? -/That place does the
conception have in his teaching ? The only way by which we
may be able to arrive at a decision as to what Jesus really
taught concerning the kingdom is by a study of the material
which we have which gives us the most accurate historical
information as to what Jesus taught. The source of that
material is the four Gospels, Ilatthew, Hark, Luke and John,
and it is to this source that we now turn to discover what
Jsus said regarding the kingdom. We find the term "kingdom
of God", used four times in I'atthew, fifteen times in "ark
and thirty-two times in Luke while I.Tatthew has used the sim-
ilar term "kingdom of Heaven" thirty-two times. We also
find the use of the word kingdom without any qualifying
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phrase used in 7 :atthew 4:23, 8:12, 9:35, 13:19,38, 24:14,
and Luke 3-2:32. When we consider the comparative brevity of
our accounts we feel that the use of the term is frequent
and that the frequency betokens prominence of the idea in
the mind and teaching of Jesus. He begins his public minis-
try, as .lark bas recorded it for us, by preaching the good
news of the nearness of the kingdom and uttering a challenge
to be prepared to enter it. This seems significant and we
feel safe in assuming that it occupied a central place in
the thought and teaching of Jesus.
atthew, in place of the familiar term "kingdom of
God", has used "kingdom of the heavens". Plummer (1) holds
that the original phrase in the Aramaic Logia of St. Matthew
and in the Greek translation which the evangelist used, the
phrase actually was "kingdom of the heavens" but that Hark
and Luke chose the less Jewish term "kingdom of God" because
they were writing for the Gentiles. He also suggests that in
the places where Matthew has used the more familiar term
''kingdom of God", he has done so with a purpose because for
him the thought suggested by "kingdom of the heavens" is
apocalyptic and this conception did not fit the meaning re-
quired in 16:26, or 21:31,43. It has also been suggested
that the term "heaven" was employed because of the reluctance
of the Jewish people to use the sacred name. Host of our
(1) Plummer: An Exegetical Commentary on St. Hatthew
(#
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authors concur in the idea that there is practically no diff-
erence in the meanings of the two terms.
The author of the fourth Gospel has taken the term
which Jesus used of the supreme blessing of the kingdom, "life
and has used it in the place of the term "kingdom".
B. The Great Eschatological Discourse.
What then is our material from which we derive our
knowledge of the teaching of Jesus regarding the kingdom ?
The chapters to which many of our authorities direct the most
attention and which seem to be the crux of the problem as to
whether Jesus was an apocalyptist are the thirteenth chapter
of Mark with its parallels in the twenty-fourth of Matthew
and the twenty-first of Luke. This chapter is often spoken
of as the "Great Eschatological Discourse" and it seems to
be difficult for scholars to come to any agreement as to its
import and teaching. One wonders sometimes if their minds
may not be colored by preconceived ideas as to its meaning
when they come to a study of its significance. Those who
are firmly convinced that Jesus was an apocalyptist, his mind
concerned with eschatology are confident that the passage is
authentic, eschatological and representative of Jesus 1 mind
and teaching. Those who deny Jesus as an apocalyptist are
equally convinced that the passage is unauthentic, that the
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later writers have embodied in the record other material than
that of Jesus' own teaching, i.fuirhead holds that we are safe
in assuming that this discourse was made up of a number of
sayings which the evangelists have put together, "with in the
main real insight, but also with some natural misconception
and with the oovious desire to point the moral of things that
were happening at the time they wrote." (1) Those who deny
the authenticity of the prediction of Christ's return hold
that we find embodied in this chapter other apocalyptic mat-
erial. They differ as to the source of the material, however.
Keim believes that the original source of the discourse was
an apocalypse by some Jewish Christian. "Veizs&cker varies
this tenet a bit in that he conceives of the source as a
Jewish apocalypse taken from a section of the Book of .jaoch
which has been lost. (2) Veiffenbach, ffen&t and Vischer hold
to the theory of a Jewish-Christian origin. T7eiffenbach
has worked out a division of the chapter and gives us three
portions which have been taken from this Jewish-Christian
apocalypse— a. Hark 13:7,3, Matthew 24:6-8, Luke 21:9-11;
b. "ark 13:14-20, Matthew 24:15-22; c. Mark 13 : 24-27 ,Mat the*
24:29-31, Luke 21:2o-27. (2) Briggs discounts the importance
of finding these ideas in the Pseudepigrapha for he says that
the common source for all the apocalypses was the Old Testa-
ment
.
(1) Muirhead: The Escha oology of Jesus p 115
(2) Plummer: The Gospel According to Luke j> 487
i
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,,'hen we come to a study of the chapter it is not
difficult to see that it is a composite one and a brief
analysis of its contents will bring out clearly the various
parts. The discourse as it is given to us in Hark 13 is
occasioned by a remark of one of the disciples to Jesus as
they were leaving the temple. It is an expression of admir-
ation for the temple and calls Jesus' attention to it. Jesus,
in response to the remark, makes a prediction as to the
destruction of that very temple. (Mark 13:1-3, Matthew 24:l-3a
Luke 21:5-7) We note in the chapter as Matthew has given
it to us the addition of a very significant phrase in the
third verse in which he says "and what shall be the sign of
the coming and of the end of the world. "The end of the
world ;r puts an eschatological cast to the whole question. In
the second section of the chapter (Mark 13:5-8, Matthew 24:4-8,
Luke 21:3-12) Jesus tells them of trouble that is to come
in the future, wars, earthquakes, famines. He then turns
from the .^ore general to the uiore particular and tells then
of what is to befall them in the future, persecution, prisons,
divisions of families. (Mark 13 : 9-13 ,Matthew 24:9-14, Luke
21:12-17) In the fourth section (Mark 13:14-20, Matthew
24:15-22, Luke 21:20-24) the fall of Jerusalem is predicted.
Luke puts this prediction quite definitely, "when ye see
Jerusalem compassed with armies, then know that her desola-
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tion is at hand." (Luke 21:20) False prophets, false Christs
are to arise and. to try to deceive the people according to
the section in Mark IS: 21-23, Matthew 24:23-28, Luke 21:25-33.
In the next section (Marie 13: 24-32, Matthew 24:29-36, Luke
21:25-33) a prediction of the corning of the Son of man is
made. In Mark and Matthew there is an apparent contradiction
of statements. The accomplishment of these things is suppose!
to take place before that generation shall have passed away
(Mark 13:30, Matthew 24:34); and a little later the state-
ment is made that no one save the Father knows when these
things shall occur. (Mark 13:32, Matthew 24:36) In Luke
this latter statement is omitted. The last section of the
discourse (Mark 13:32-37, Matthew 24:37-51, Luke 21:34-36)
contains a warning that those who heard should be watchful
and prepared for the coming of the Son of man.
In our brief survey of the chapter we have discov-
ered that the chapter contains seven different paragraphs
or sections, each with its own theme. In Matthew the disciples
ask, "what shall be the sign of thy coming and of the end of
the world?" (Matthew 24:3) rather than concerning the signs
preceding the destruction of the temple as in Mark 13:4
and Luke Z\: 7. We have noted above that Matthew has added
another phrase in the third verse which has given an apoca-
lyptic meaning to the passage which is not met with in the
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parallel accounts. It would, seem that Ilatthew was an apoc-
alyptist and has given that character to his record. We
shall discuss later some of the theories as to how the apoc-
alyptic element came to be in the Gospels.
As far as we are able to judge this chapter con-
tains very little that is of necessity apocalyptic. Jesus
seemed to be predicting the fall of the temple at Jerusalem.
When we consider how short a time before the fall of the
temple Jesus was speaking, it certainly is not without the
bounds of possibility that Jesus was sensitive enough to
the conditions about him to have been able to predict the
temple's overthrow; Future events often cast their shadows
before them and it is natural to expect that Jesus would be
conscious of those shadows. Bacon (1) holds that the whole
discourse has reference to the overthrow of Jerusalem. Iffuir-
head in speaking od Jesus' prediction of the fall of the
temple says "that we may say that what occupied the mind of
Jesus was not a series of probable or even certain histor-
ical or political events but rather simply the certainty
He had from His Father that, if His own days on earth were
numbered, so also were those of the nation, and the system
that were casting Him forth. For, in fact, He saw already
what the men of that generation were to see in sensible
forms. To Him the temple, as it stood, represented a dead
(1) Bacon: The Gospel of Mark p 121
(2) Huirhead: The 2s chat o logy of Jesus p 131
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system that could fall by its own weight. The Jewish reli-
gion was no acceptable service The Abomination that
made desolate, stood already in the Holy Place." (1) This
author seems to feel quite confident that the Gospels in
their account of Jesus' prediction regarding the fall of
the temple have given us the impression that Jesus attached
some finality to the fall of the Jewish state and with it
the downfall of its religious supremacy and the legalism
that went with it, in its relation to the coming kingdom.
In the sixth section of this great discourse we
have what can be most truly called apocalyptic which pre-
dicts the coming of the Son of man, with power and glory.
(Mark 13:24-32, Matthe* 24:29-36, Luke 21:25-33) There
are those who take this passage literally, interpreting all
the events spoken of as still in the future. There are
others who warn against literalizing everything and say that
it was quite possible that Jesus was using "picture language
for spiritual facts and events."^) Stevens believes that
we do have elements referring to the parousia of the Son
of man blended with the other material. He seeks to explain
these references by saying that Jesus spoke of a number of
"comings", "referring as occasion required to the progress
of his kingdom, to crises in its advance." (3) He goes on
(1) Huirhead: The Eschatology of Jesus p 131
(2) Rail: The Life of Jesus p 149
(3) Stevens: New Testament Theology p 162
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to say that it is difficult for us to gather in any definite
and precise way from our sources as we have them today just
what Jesus taught regarding his parousia and that this
teaching can be interpreted only in the light of Jesus'
attitudes and his teaching in its entirety.
C. "Son of Man"
In the apocalyptic section (Hark 13:24-32, Mat-
thew 24:29-36, Luke 21:25-33) of the discourse studied
above a term is used which has caused the scholars many
difficulties, some of these scholars have used the term
to add weight to their contention that Jesus was an apoc-
alyptist. That term is ''Son of Man," It is used in the
Gospel record eighty-one times, sixty-nine of these occurring
in the Synoptic Gospels and twelve in John. Outside of
these the phrase occurs elsewhere in the ITew Testament only
twice, in Acts 7:56 and Revelation 1:13, 14:14. With the
exception of .lark 2:10 and 2:28, it is used in this Gospel
only after the .^reat confession at Oaesarea Philippi. It
is always used, so far as our record is concerned, by Jesus
himself; no one ever addressed him as such nor used the
phrase in referring to him. It is sometimes apparently
used in place of the personal pronoun and sometimes in
the meaning of man.
t
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The meaning of the phrase is important because
it is bound up with Jesus' self-consciousness and his declar-
ation of the same. Bid he conceive himself as the Messiah
from the beginning of his ministry and did he so declare
himself ? Here again we find much disagreement among the
scholars and a great variety of interpretations. As in his
use of the phrase "kingdom of God", so in this instance,
Jesus apparently thought it unnecessary to explain his mean-
ing when he used the term "Son of Man". He used it, accord-
ing to our record, in connection with his own earthly life,
:ark 2:10,28, Matthew 8:20, Luke 19:10; in association with
his sufferings and death, Mark 8:31, 9:31, 14:21; and in
connection with his parousia. That the significance of the
term was not clear to the popular mind is suggested by the
questioning of the Jews as given to us in John 12:34.
Are we able to discover the meaning of the term
as Jesus used it ? It may help us to study the term as it
was employed in the Old Testament and kindred literature
for it was from this source that Jesus drew partially for
his material. All the Israelites were known as : sons of
God'' and a specially devout soul might call himself "son";
so that if Jesus had called himself "son" it would have
been but the well-understood use of the term to express
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a feeling of his relationship to God, But what does the
expression "son of man" mean? In Psalms 8:4 it is used to
designate one with human qualities in contrast to God. e
also have found it used in a kindred sense in the Old Test-
ament when it is employed to characterize the weakness and
helplessness of man. numbers 23:19, Job 16:21, 25:6. In
the prophecy of Ezekiel it is used about eighty times to
refer to the prophet. In all these instances, its use seems
to indicate the significance as "man" or in reference to man-
kind. There seems to be no puzzle here in regard to the
meaning. But when we turn to Daniel 7:12 we meet a different
situation. Scott holds that the symbolism in this verse
refers not to the Messiah but to the race of Israel which is
to enter into the kingdom when it is ushered in. But so:..e
of our authors seem to feel that the phrase here was popu-
larly understood to refer to the Messiah. When we come to
the Book of Enoch we find the phrase used in its technical
sense of "Messiah". ICLausner says, "'.'/hole chapters of the
Book of Enoch prove beyond doubt that 'walda b T esi bar-nasha T
,
'Son of Man 1 was a regular title given to the
Messiah before the time of Jesus." (1) Stevens holds that
it is difficult to make use of the Book of Enoch as certain
proof of this use of the term in the time of Christ since
the date of its writing is uncertain. If it was written
(1) Klausner: Jesus of Nazareth p 256
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post-Christ ian it is but the example of Messianic-Christian
usage; but if it was pre-Christian in its writing it gives
us one example of the technical Messianic use of the title.
As we have looked at the use of the term in the Old Testa-
ment and kindred literature we have noted that in the major-
ity of cases the term has no Ltessianic import and only seldom
does it have Messianic significance.
Another consideration has been brought to our
attention. There is a linguistic difficulty. There are
those who contend that the Aramaic term which Jesus used,
'bar-nasha' , is but the ordinary word for "man" and that to
use it as a specific title is impossible. Klausner says in
this connection, "Jesus called himself "the Son of man"
( p*7X 7i ) i.e. simple flesh and blood. This usage sur-
vived in Hebrew till a much later period: "Son of man"
signifies mere "man" and has the same implication
as wx in the Old Testament. Such, too, is the usage of
*/J in Aramaic and the Talmud; it
signifies "man" as distinct from brute beasts, and as dis-
tinct from the angels". (1) Scott holds that in the present
state of our knowledge of the Aramaic language it is impossi-
ble to say with certainty just what the use of the term was
in the time of Christ.
Stevens (2) has summed up the theories as to the
(1) Klausner: Jesus of Nazareth p 256
(2) Stevens: New Testament Theology
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si^nificance of this phrase as Jesus used it. There are
those who contend that its meaning is only Messianic, de-
rived from Daniel 7:13 hut this author suggests that while
this theory fits into the apocalyptic passages it is inade-
quate when used in connection with references to the non-
ascetic life of the Son of man. There are those who hold
that the term but means the ideal or representative man.
This view has been somewhat in vogue since Schleiermacher. (1)
In answering this theory Stevens says that while the use
in extra-biblical literature supports this view there is
no connection with it in the Old Testament and that it is
too philosophical to be characteristic of the Judaism of
Palestine. There are still others who hold that its use
is in connection with the Old Testament passages where
human weakness and frailty are emphasized. This is the
position of Wendt. (2) Por Stevens Jesus felt no contra-
diction between Messianic dignity and human weakness. Still
others, among them R.H.Charles, hold that the conception of
Daniel was blended with the idea of the suffering servant
of Deut ero-Isaiah , in the meaning of Jesus as he used the
term. (3) It was in this blending of the two ideas that
Manson feels that we have the "culminating proof that
Jesus carries the conception of the Son of man beyond the
limits of its original eschatological reference and makes
(1) Stevens: New Testament Theology
(2) Stevens: New Testament Theology quoting WeAdt : Teaching
of Jesus
(3) Stevens: New Testament Theology
-
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lt impossible to express His teaching regarding Himself with-
in the limits of an eschatologioal Messiahship. " (1)
Scholars range themselves in support of all these
theories in addition to denying that Jesus himself used the
term at all. Lietzman, Vrede, '.Vellhausen and Schmidt hold
that it was first bestowed upon Jesus after his death to
express the early Christians' conviction as to his divine
character. Case (2) has a somewhat similar view. He believes
that if Jesus used the term with the frequency that is
recorded in the Gospels it meant that he was deliberately
affirming his Messiahship. He further holds that the disci-
ples became thoroughgoing eschatologists who adopted the
tendency in Daniel and Enoch to insert an intermediary agent,
making this agent their Jesus. This tendency was in contra-
diction to the ordinary Jewish belief in which God was to
act directly. This author holds that for Jesus to have
taken this step which his disciples had effected would have
been a glaring anachronism.
Klausner, in summing up Jesus' use of the title
holds that in many of the passages Jesus was simply referring
to himself as 'flesh and blood'; in others he was using the
title not in a technical sense but in place of the personal
(1) Hanson: Christ's View of the Kingdom of God p 139
(2) Case: Jesus, a I\Tew Biography
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pronoun 'I 1 ; but that there are still other passages where
neither of these explanations holds. In many other places
he employeu the term so thai: while for the ordinary folk it
had no special significance, to the more intellectual among
his followers and hearers the meaning in 3zekiel and Daniel
would be suggested. He thus, in his use of the term, par-
tially revealed and partially concealed his T.Iessianic con-
sciousness. To some he revealed himself as but ordinary
man; to others who were able to grasp the meaning, as a
prophet like Ezekiel who had used the term in relation to
himself; to still others, as the Messiah, as given in Daniel
mho was to come "with the clouds of heaven".
With his emphasis upon the eschatology of Jesus
and his eschatological interpretation of Jesus 1 life as well
as his teaching, i;fc is natural to expect that Schweitzer
would hold that Jesus quite definitely proclaimed his Mess-
iahship in his use of the term, 'Son of man.' He says, "he
used the expression to refer, in the only possible way, to
his i.'essianic office as destined to be realized at his
•coming' and did so in such a manner that only the initiated
understood that he was speaking of his own coming, while
others understood him as referring to the coming of the Son
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of Man who was other than himself." (1) Muirhead sug-
gests on the other hand that the expression was an indef-
inite one and would not certainly convey the idea that the
speaker was referring to himself a3 the Messiah.
Stressing the significance and apocalyptic im-
port particularly in Daniel 7:13 with its vision of the Son
of Man and similar passages in the Old Testament and kin-
dred literature, scholars have maintained that Jesus' use
of the same term implies also an apocalyptic outlook on his
part and an eschatological portrayal of the kingdom. (2) (3)
They point to passages in which Jesus uses the term "Son of
Man" as indicating his faith in "a supernatural order, a di-
vine intervention that is about to come; it is to be intro-
duced by a special divine agent, the Son of Man who is to
come on the clouds of heaven in great power and glory
attended by the angelic hosts. Mark 13:26-27, 14:62." (2)
From our survey of the use of this term in the Old Testa-
ment is it necessary to assume that because Jesus employed
it he is an apocalyptist? Is there a hard and fast conno-
tation to the term which compels that interpretation? We
should say that, since we have seen that in many of the
(1) Schweitzer: The Quest of the Historical Jesus. p282
(2) Bundy: Heligion of Jesus, p 122
(3) Mathews: Messianic Hope in the New Testament, p 76
•
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ca3es in the Old Testament it was not used in the Messianic
sense, although it occasionally may have signified this
meaning, and that its meaning here was more often to empha-
size the human qualities of man, it is safe to assume that
here, at least, the term has no unequivocal meaning.
Looking at the position of the scholars we discover that
each of them interprets the meaning according to his own
position, background and training. According to them the
term was sometimes used to signify 'mankind* , or it might
be employed to convey the idea of the ideal man; or at
still other times used in place of the personal pronoun;
and finally it might convey a definite Messianic content.
To conclude, we would suggest that the term as Jesus used
it was an equivocal one which might or might not mean the
Messiah and that he employed the term in order that he might
express his thought of himself in part and partly conceal
his own self-consciousness. In its relation to Jesus'
teaching regarding the kingdom of God, it might indicate
apocalypticism on his part. Yet when we have said so
much we have but stated part of the case. If he is an
apocalyptist , what kind of a one is the question that must
be answered.
D. Other Similar Material
.
Associated with the above so-called eschatological
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material there are two groups of similar material. One of
these is a group of sayings which apparently predicted the
second coming of the Son of man. The first of these is
found in Matthew 10: 23 which comes in the midst of Jesus'
instructions to his twelve disciples as he sent them on
their mission to the cities of Israel. We find somewhat
similar suggestions in Mark 6:7-11 and Luke 9:1-5. In the
latter two the sentence as given in Matthew 10:23 is omitted.
Here Matthew has added an apocalyptic touch. Stevens holds
that while Matthew 10:23 finds no parallel in the other syn-
optic Gospels yet much of the material preceding it is found
in the "little apocalypse" discussed above. In continuing
he says, "this whole discourse (Matthew 10:16-42) is demon-
strably a collection of materials derived from various sourc-
es and belonging in various connections and verse 23 which
speaks of the coming of the Son of Man is, in all probabil-
ity a reminiscence of the prediction of the parousia in the
great eschatological discourse of Mark 13, Luke 21 and
Matthew 24 and therefore requires no separate consideration. ( 1)
Some authors have suggested that in the current Jewish
belief one of the necessary preparations for the coming of the
kingdom was repentance. "Zad. looks for the coming of a
Teacher of Righteousness who shall bring about such repentance
in preparation for the advent of the Messiah." (2) So some
(1) Stevens: New Testament Theology, p. 150
(2) Walker: The Teaching of Jesus and the Jewish Teaching
of his Age, p. 97
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have thought that perhaps Jesus may have hoped that by
sending out his disciples they would meet with such re-
sponse as would bring nation-wide repentance and thus meet
the condition for bringing in the kingdom. In this hope
Jesus may have really believed that the kingdom and the
Son of man would come before the disciples had gone through
the cities of Israel.
Closely similar to the above is a statement in Matthew
16:28, Mark 9:1 and Luke 9:27 in which Jesus speaks of the
fact that some of those standing by would not taste of
death until they should see the kingdom come. Here Matthew
again has added the apocalyptic phrase--"till they see the
Son of man coming in his kingdom." He has added the more
definite and precise language in regard to the parousia
whereas the phraseology in Mark and Luke might be taken to
refer to Jesus' second coming but that the idea is a later
addition. He, likewise refuses to interpret the words in
Mark 14:62, Matthew 26:64 and Luke 22:69, as predicting a
glorious future return for Jesus. In explaining his po-
sition he says that either Jesus spoke of the success of
the kingdom in symbolic language or that later tradition
has remolded his thought to conform to its idea.
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He draws the conclusion both from this passage and those
suggested above that in speaking of the success of the
kingdom and his triumph over the forces of evil, Jesus used
symbolical language which the early Christians were inclined
to interpret as predicting the parousia.
Matthew 16:27, Mark 6:38, Luke 9:26 introduce another
idea into the thought of the coming of the Son of man, that
of judgment. .Valker suggests that "Taken by themselves
these amount to little more than an assertion that in the
providence of God things will not be allowed to drift,
there will be a great day of reckoning." (1) One more of
these so-called apocalyptic passages demands our attention,
Matthew 23:36. This passage seems to have been uttered in
connection with a prophecy of difficult times that were ahead
for the religious leaders of the people and of the devasta-
tion of Jerusalem. No necessarily apocalyptic meaning seems
to be brought out in the passage.
The meaning of these passages must be taken more or less
as a whole ; and a full interpretation of that meaning cannot
be made without considering certain other passages which will
be undertaken later. But so far as we have gone in our study
can we interpret the meaning of these passages? Eall (2)
seems to believe that Jesus did expect to return within a
(1) Walker: The Teachings of Jesus and the Jewish Teachings
of His Day. "p. 172
(2) Eall: The Life of Jesus, p. 153
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generation and that he probably, though we cannot be cer-
tain of this, expected to return in a visible form. Von
Dobschutz feels that even though we may believe that much
of the eschatological meaning has been a later addition to
the gospel record yet there must have been enough in the
sayings of Jesus to form the basis for our belief that he
actually "believed in a change of all things which would
come quickly and not later than the end of his own genera-
tion." (1) Muirhead holds that "whether or not Jesus had
definite convictions regarding the end or transformation of
the world in a physical sense, he was sure that the kingdom
of God was at hand. It was not a surmise, it was more than
a prophecy. The kingdom had really come upon that genera-
tion." (2) Jesus was a kingdom enthusiast. He was sure
of Sod and Just as he was sure of God he was sure that his
kingdom was coming in which God would be supreme. It may
be that he was so carried away by this enthusiasm for the
kingdom and his confidence in God that he expressed that
conviction and confidence in the imagery with which he was
familiar. He may have been an apocalyptist but that is but
answering half the problem. If Jesus was an apocalyptist,
what kind of an apocalyptist?
(1) Yon Dobschutz: The dschatology of the Gospels, p. 123
(2) Muirhead: The iSschatology of Jesus, p. 122
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Together with these statements regarded as spocalyptic
we have several parables which have been placed in the same
category. These are parables referring to the judgment in
the last day. The first two of these are found embodied in
the chapter in which Matthew has included so many of the par-
ables referring to the judgment in the last day. The first
two of these are found embodied in the chapter in which
Matthew has included so many of the parables regarding the
kingdom. The parable of the wheat and tares in Matthew 13:
24-30 with its interpretation given in 13:36-42 seems to
teach a final judgment at the end of the world in which the
3on of man is to have a part. The second parable, 13:47-50,
that of the net which gathered fish of every kind, some of
which were discarded as worthless and some of which were kept
as valuable seems to teach the same thought. Von Dobschutz
holds that these parables are not describing a single act
but an every day occurrence in the life of the fishermen or
a regular, seasonal happening in the life of the farmer and
that they refer, then, not to some truth about the final
judgment that Jesus is trying to teach but to some rule for
everyday living. We have noted before that Matthew is
prone to add phrases which give an apocalyptic trend to the
whole story. That Matthew was an apocalyptist we are con-
vinced. That fact does not, however, necessarily make
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Jesus an apocalyptis t
.
Another parable that is supposed by some to have apoc-
alyptic import is that of the unjust judge in Luke 18:1-8
in which the last verse contains this sentence, "Neverthe-
less when the Son of man cometh shall he find faith on the
earth?" Stevens finds it difficult to interpret these
verses as referring to the second coming when the king-
dom is to be consummated because the opening verses of the
section which he takes to begin at 17:20 refer to the
spiritual side of the kingdom. He also believes that
much of the material has been taken from the eschatological
discourse in Matthew which was dominated by the expectation
of the early church in the speedy return of the Christ. It
may be that here, too, Jesus in his parable was referring
to the second coming of the Son of man but it would seem to
us that his emphasis was not upon this element but upon the
need for faith in our praying; that there are those who be-
lieve that they will receive a response even when presenting
their request to an unjust person, how ruch more should we
have faith to pray to a just and loving father.
Still another parable found in Mark 13:13-37 is held
to be eschatological in its import, that of the householder
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who went away, leaving his servants in charge. It has
been suggested that in this parable we have hints of the
admonitions 2iven in Luke 12:11-27. In all these para-
bles it would seem to us that the lesson which Jesus is
striving to give is not the details regarding the second
coming but to stress the importance of right attitude to-
ward the trust which has been committed to them on the part
of his followers. Closely associated with these parables
are others, perhaps better called illustrations in Matthew
24:42-44 of the master of the house and the thief; that of
the faithful steward in Matthew 24:45-51 and the parable of
the ten virgins in Matthew 25:1-13. If these are torn a-
part and an attempt made to interpret every particular
statement, they might yield teaching regarding the second
coming. But we believe that a parable was used by Jesus to
illustrate and make clear the meaning of one truth and that
thus taken these teach the importance of the right attitude,
of faithfulness on the part of those who were listening.
It may be that Jesus used in his teaching regarding the
kingdom the language that was familiar in his day, that he
clothed his thought in the symbolism of that time. He thus
used the form that was current in order to express his belief
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but that does not affect the substance. We believe that he
was sure that the kingdom would cone because of his confidence
in the character of Sod but how it would come he was willing
to trust in God. We shall discuss this further a little
later.
E. Theories as to the apocalyptic elements in the
Synoptic tradition.
In this matter of the apocalyptic elements in the Gos-
pels we find perhaps as much disagreement among the scholars
as in any other one discussion. There are those who say
that the eschatological material that we find in the record is
original and belongs to the Jesus' tradition, some who even
adopt the extreme position and discount everything which points
in another direction, who hold that Jesus' whole life as well
as his teaching is to be interpreted from the eschatological
point of view. This position is maintained by Johannes Weiss
and Albert Schweitzer. There are others who hold that all
the eschatological material has been incorporated into the
accounts by later writers and editors due to the expectation
of the e§rly Christians of the speedy second coming of the
Christ. Two problems then confront us as to this eschatolog-
ical material. How far is the material originally from
*
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Jesus and how far is it a later interpretation and secondly,
how far is he indebted to Judaism for his teaching and how
far may he be counted as unique?
In dealing with the eschatological material in the
Gospel record there are several different hypotheses. The
first of these is that the early Christians read and wrote
back into the record of the sayings of Jesus their own apoc-
alyptic beliefs and hopes, that they misunderstood the mess-
age in regard to the coming of the kingdom. Case has given
us an interesting discussion of this hypothesis. He holds
that the disciples became out-and-out eschatologists holding
to the tendency which had showed itself in Daniel and dnoch
in which Sod Himself does not intervene to destroy His ene-
mies and set up the kingdom but sends an intermediary who
shall act as His agent with the people. For the disciples
this intermediary agent was Jesus whom they elevated to the
position of Messiah and Son of man. They began then to see
in Jesus' teaching elements which would uphold them in this
belief. "They sincerely admitted that during their former
personal association with him they had not entertained these
new convictions. But this fact was not thought to invali-
date their later conclusions. They assumed that Jesus had
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held their present opinions but for some mysterious reason
must temporarily have veiled his thoughts from his contem-
poraries Before many years they were able with com-
plete satisfaction to recall supposed words of his from
which it seemed certain that he had designated himself 'Mes-
siah' and had predicted his future descent from heaven as
apocalyptic Son of man For Jesus to have made the spe-
cific revisions of Jewish Messianic thinging that were effect-
ed by the disciples would have been a glaring anachronism. "( 1)
Interesting discussion if true? In connection with this hy-
pothesis, we must mention again one spoken of above. In our
discussion of this eschatological discourse given to us in
..iark 13 and its parallels in Matthew and luke we noted that
there were those scholars who hold that we have here what is
known as the "little apocalypse" which is in reality an apoc-
alypse of early Christian origin, which has been incorporated
into the Jospel. There is a difference of opinion as to the
ultimate source of this apocalypse but all who hold this theory
are agreed that it is extraneous to the Jesus' tradition.
On the other hand we have those scholars who hold that
the eschatological element is the all- important one in Jesus'
teaching. Muirhead holds that the eschatological statements
(1) Case: Jesus, a Hew Biography. p. 373-4.
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of Jesus in the Gospel record have all the appearances of being
literal reports and that 1hey bear the stamp of genuineness.
He does suggest, however, that these sayings may be in wrong or
misleading contexts or that the synoptic evangelists may have
misunderstood in part the thought of Jesus regarding the king-
dom and its final consummation. (1) Scott feels that the
apocalyptic references cannot be explained in any purely
figurative way, that they are too constant in Jesus' use to
admit of any other opinion and that he concurred to a certain
extent in popular apocalyptic expectations. (2) According
to Von Dobschutz there is enough to show that Jesus believed
in a catastrophic change which was to come quickly, possibly
within his own generation, even though a certain amount of
later influence may be detected in the eschatological refer-
ences in the Gospel record. He terms the eschatology of
Jesus as 'transmuted' and in explaining the term, says
"transmuted in the sense that what was spoken in Jewish es-
chatology as to come in the last days is taken here as al-
ready at hand in the lifetime of Jesus; transmuted at the
same time in the other sense that what was expected as an
external change is taken inwardly; not all people seeing it
but Jesus' disciples becoming aware of it." (3) Schweitzer,
(1) Muirhead: The iSschatology of Jesus, p. 2
(2) Scott: „ The Kingdom and the Messiah, p. 92
(3) Von Dobschutz: The Eschatology of the Gospels, p. 150
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as we have mentioned above adopts the most extreme position
and holds that the only way by which we may understand not
only Jesus' teaching but also his life is eschatologically.
He believes that Jesus was so imbued with the sense of a
catastrophic change about to take place, a new age to be
ushered in, that the ethics which he taught were meant for a
passing world and not intended to have eternal value. These
ethical teachings Schweitzer classifies by the term "inter-
imethics." Some of these scholars hold that any introduc-
tion of other than eschatological material in the thought of
the kingdom was due to the influence of the early church in
introducing the idea of the church a3 the kingdom of Christ
distinct and different from the kingdom of tfod. The diffi-
culty with this contention according to Shailer Mathews is
that the belief of the early church was that the kingdom of
Christ and the kingdom of God were eschatological. (1)
Still another hypothesis takes a more or less mediating
position. The scholars who assert this hold that Jesus was
a man of his own age, that he was brought up in the apocalyp-
tic and eschatological traditions of his race. They contend
that he adopted the use of the apocalyptic symbolism and im-
agery in order that he might bring himself into contact with
(1) Mathews. S . The Llessianic Hope in the New Testament.
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raen of his own day, that he might speak in the language which
they understood. Ke used the form whioh the men of his time
would understand just as he used the Aramaic speech but he
used that form merely to express the substance of his convic-
tion that Jod's kingdom was sure to come. He spiritualized
the idea using the language and symbolism as the vehicle for
his truth. There is, indeed, in this a very important el-
ement of truth, but Mathews suggests that if Jesus had used
the term in a different way from what it was ordinarily un-
derstood we should expect him, in order to rid his disciples
of false impressions, to have made some explanation or refer-
ence that would indicate his meaning in the use of the idea.
While Mathews agrees that to argue that Jesus used apocalyp-
tic language as a figure of speech is attractive, he also
acknowledges that there is great difficulty in arguing that
the eschatological kingdom represented the completed kingdom
whose beginnings were seen in the community of Jesus and his
disciples. The difficulty for him lies in the fact that
Jesus himself never made such a combination. He also holds
that while it is possible to think of a number of comings of
the Son of man it is hard to think of the kingdom in the es-
chatological form as developing from or growing out of the
social kingdom.
•
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To reconcile these three divergent opinions has been the
effort of scholars. Mathews suggests that while it is im-
possible to reconcile the eschatological teachings with the
"religio-sociological" elements yet it is possible to har-
monize the latter with the former. The first problem is to
decide which was fundamental and according to this author
the difficulty has been the tendency to make the idea of a
present kingdom fundamental. He contends that the passages
representing the kingdom as present are exceedingly few
while those of a future kingdom are constant. For Mathews
the exchatological kingdom was fundamental and he refers the
words of Jesus in speaking to the kingdom as present (a) to
those who were to be received into the kingdom when it
appeared or (b) to the triumphs he and his followers were
winning over Satan and his kingdom. (1)
There are than three theories as to the apocalyptic
material in the Grospel record, one that all of such material
is genuine, representing Jesus' attitude and conviction re-
garding the kingdom. This theory maintains the position
that where the kingdom was given as present, it was an in-
terpretation of the early Christians and not a genuine record
of Jesus own thought. Another theory is that the eschato-
(1) Mathews: Messianic Hope in the Hew Testament, p. 80
*
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logioal material was the addition of the later generation
while the kingdom as present and a gradual development
represents the real thought of Jesus. There is still another
theory which believes that we cannot discount either kind of
material, that both are genuine. Yon Dobschutz places him-
self in this latter class but puts greater value upon the
non-eschatological because of its large amount in the Gospel
record, because of the permanent value of its doctrines and
because the history of the Christian Church from then until
now has proven these doctrines essential. Ball puts a
slightly different interpretation upon this theory. He
holds that the eschatological material has given to Jesus the
form in which to express the conviction that God's kingdom was
surely coming in spite of all obstacles. We should like to
believe in the first place that Jesus' idea of the kingdom was
spiritual and that in the second place it was so rich and varied
that it taxed to the limit human speech and ideas to express;
and thus Jesus used all the means and ideas as his command to
give to his followers a glimpse into the manysided conception
of his kingdom of God.
F. Other Material in the record.
We have surveyed briefly the eschatological mater-
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iala as contained in the Gospel record, especially in the great
eschatological discourse in Mark 13 and its parallel chapters
in Matthew, 24 and Luke 21; in the idea of the 'Son of nan' as
used by Jesus in a number of passages; in passages predicting
the second coming; and in a number of parables regarding the
judgment. We have also mentioned theories regarding this
material for our knowledge of Jesus' conception of the king-
dom. We have two parables in which Jesus' stress is upon
the supreme value of the kingdom. These are the one liken-
ing the kingdom to a treasure hidden in a field, (Matt. 13:44).
In this the man was willing to sell all that he had in order
to obtain this great treasure. The second one seems to be
similar in content. It is of the pearl merchant who when he
found one pearl of surpassing beauty and value, sold all the
others in order to attain the one. (Matthew 13:45, 46).
There are those who have put an eschatological meaning into
these suggesting that because the end is so near, these men
were willing to give up all that they had in order to obtain
the supreme value. We prefer to think that here Jesus was
stressing his sense of the superlative value of the kingdom.
They but fit in with his other statements in Matthew 6:33
and Luke 12:31.
90
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In other parables Jesus has given to us some of the
qualities which are necessary for those in the kingdom. In
Matthew 18:23-35 he stresses the necessity of forgiveness in
the kingdom. This lesson is abundantly taught elsewhere in
Jesus' precepts. Another quality characteristic of the king-
dom is faithfulness, given to us in the parable in Matthew
25:14-30 and Luke 19:12-27. We prefer to believe that here
Jesus' emphasis is upon the importance of this attitude of
faithfulness to a trust rather than upon the time and circum-
stance of the coming of the son of man. Von Dobschutz has
given us a suggestion that for Jesus eschatology was "a mo-
tive in His admonitions: be ready, be watchful because the
kingdom of God is at hand." (1) In Matthew 25:1-13, the
parable of the wise and foolish virgins, Jesus stressed this
need for watchfulness, to be ready for the kingdom. Prepar-
ation and readiness were qualities to be sought after in an-
ticipation of Sod's rule.
Jesus has given us illustrations regarding the nature
of the kingdom in some parables which are perhaps the most
familiar of all. In Mark 4:26-29 Jesus likens the kingdom
to growing grain. The man sows the seed and then waits for
(1) Von Dobschutz: The Eschatology of the Gospels, p. 173
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it to grow and develop. He does not understand how but he
is able to see the results when the harvest time oomes. So
the kingdom of God "grows by its own forces." (1) The
parables of the leaven and mustard seed (Mark 4:30-32, and
Matthew 13:31, 32, Luke 13:19 and Matthew 13:30 and Luke 13:
20, 21) give us much the same lesson. They illustrate the
small beginnings of the kingdom as the mustard seed and the
leaven which in the process of time and development become
great. Some one has suggested that the lesson of the par-
able of the mustard seed is not so much that the kingdom in
its development follows the laws of groth but that of the
rapidity of the growth.
There are two other parables of the kingdom which we
would mention, the parable of the "eleventh-hour laborers"
(2) (Matthew 20:1-16) and the parable of the marriage feast,
(Matthew 22:1-4). In the first of these Jesus told the
story of the landowner who hired laborers for his farm, some
early in the day and others later, agreeing with the first for
a certain price. When he paid them off these first protested
his paying those he hired at the last the same price as he
had paid them. This parable according to Rail tries to prove
but one point: "God deals with men on the principle of mercy,
(1) Rail: The Teachings of Jesus, p. 169
(2) Rail: The Teachings of Jesus, p. 30
r
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not of hard justice. With this parable Jesus swept away
the whole religion of law and labor, of earning and getting.
God is not that kind of a God." (1) Because of the
principle stressed in this parable there was hope for all,
sinners and outcasts and so in the parable in Matthew 22:
1-14 he uttered a warning to those who consider themselves
righteous, for those who received the message though pub-
licans and harlots might go into the kingdom before these who
considered themselves righteous.
In addition to these parables we have a group of what
we have chosen to call incidental sayings, perhaps only sen-
tences embodied in other teaching which give us some sugges-
tion as to Jesus* thought in regard to the kingdom. He has
given us a number of these which provide us an insight into
the character of those who are to be members in the kingdom.
They include, the poor in spirit Matt. 5:3; those that are
persecuted for the sake of righteousness Matt. 5:10; those
that do and teach the commandments, Matt. 5:19; those whose
righteousness exceeds that of the scribes and Pharisees,
Matt, Matt. 5:20; those that do the will of the Father, Matt.
7:21; the childlike, Matt. 18:1-4, 19:14, Mark 10:14, 15,
Luke 18:17. Membership in the kingdom was not to be limited
(1) Ball: The Teachings of Jesus, p. 37
c(
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to the righteous only according to the Law, nor to the Jews,
Matt. 8:12, 21:31, £1:43, Luke 13:28, 39. The rich would
have difficulty in entering into the kingdom, not so much
because of their possession of wealth but because of their
trust in it. Matt. 19:23, Mark 10:23-27, but the poor are to
have their place, Luke 12:34. The least in the kingdom of
God was greater than John the Baptist (Matt. 11:11) of whom
Jesus spoke in the highest terms.
Jesus speaks of the kingdom as present in the world for
he is already bringing salvation to his people, he is doing
what was expected of the Messiah. (Luke 10:23, 11:20, Matt.
12:28, 13:16) People are already entering the kingdom.
(Matt. 21:31, 23:13) Jesus spoke of the kingdom as if it
were already in possession of some. (Matt. 5:3, Luke 6:20)
He called men to seek it. (Matt. 6:33, 7:13) The least
in the kingdom of heaven is greater than John the Baptist.
(Matt. 11:11, Luke 7:28) Another much discussed passage
which seems to us to point to a kingdom as present, no matter
how translated, is that found in Luke 17:20, 21. The dis-
cussion seems to be waged around the meaning of the Greek
word translated "within"; some authorities holding that it be
translated "in the midst of you". Matthews suggests that
c
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the meaning of the passage is that the kingdom was "among
those to whom he spoke in the sense that there were men
present who were to enter it when it appeared." (1) Matthew
5:10, 13:13, Mark 4:30 all speak of the kingdom as already
present, as possible of present attainment.
But there are also places where Jesus spoke of the king-
dom as something future. The kingdom of God is at hand,
(Mark 1:15, Luke 21:31) ; there are those who shall not taste
death until they see the coming of the kingdom, (Mark 9:1)
;
it is better to enter it maimed than to be lost to it forever
(Mark 9:47) ; there are those who shall enter, (Luke 13:28-30)
It is to come, (Luke 19:11, 22:16, 18, Mark 14:25). Jesus
prays that the kingdom may come. (Luke 11:2, Matt. 6:10).
There are sayings of Jesus which indicate that he be-
lieved that the kingdom came as a gift from Sod. Matthew
21:43, Luke 11:20 and the parable of the householder who
gave as he would to those whom he had hired (Matt. 20:1-16)
and Luke 12:32 all give us a picture of God as providing and
bestowing upon man the kingdom. But on the other hand Jesus
has laid upon man the injunction to strive, to endeavor to
achieve the kingdom. "Seek ye first the kingdom", (Matthew
6:33, Luke 12:31) are commands to achieve. Doing the will
(1) Mathews: The Messianic Hope in the New Testament, p. 81
<<2
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of God is one of the conditions of membership in the king-
dom. (Matt. 7:15-23). He taught men to pray that God's will
may be done. (Matt. 6:10, Luke 11:2).
We have already spoken of the parables whioh Jesus used
in describing the kingdom as grov/ing, as developing-- the par-
ables of the mustard seed and the leaven and of the blade of
corn, (Matthew 13:31, Mark 4:13, Matt. 13:33, Mark 4:26)
He also used two striking statements to indicate that
he believed in the kingdom as an inward force for he said,
"The kingdom of God cometh not with observation. ... for lo,
the kingdom of God is within you." (Luke 17:20, 21) In
addition to these two statements we have the conception giv-
en to us in the fourth Gospel. The author of this gospel
has spiritualized the conception for us and has used the new
term, "eternal life" which our authorities seem to agree is
used in this gospel in place of the other term, "kingdom of
God." Surely, life of that quality which can be called
eternal, is a spiritual force.
We have discovered certain things in our study of our
source material. In the first place we have seen that in
the so-called "Great 3schatological Discourse" Matthew has
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added phraaea which give an apocalyptic tone to the passage
while Mark and Luke have omitted auch statements; and that
there i8 very little in this account which compels an es-
chatological interpretation. Likewise with Jesus' use of
the terra "Son of man" we have seen that there ia no neceas-
ity which demanda an apocalyptic explanation. In other8
of the paaaage8 with apparently similar meaning (Matt. 16:26,
Mark 9:1, Luke 9: £7) we have aeen that Matthew has added
apocalyptic phrases while in others such as Matthew 16: £7,
£3:38, Mark 8:36, Luke 9:£6 we have felt that there was no-
thing necessarily apocalyptic.
In the parables and incidental aayinga regarding the
kingdom we have seen that in many of them Jesus emphasized
the supreme value of the kingdom; the characteristics of
those qualified for the kingdom, characteristics which are
spiritual and in very many caaes indicate right relation-
ahip to £od; the character of God in Hia dealing with men;
and the neceasity for preparation and watchfulness. For
us the apocalyptic assumes a very minor position in rela-
tion to the teaching as a whole.
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111. Jesus' Teaching Concerning the Kingdom.
A. The place of the conception in Jesus' teaching.
We have thus made this necessarily brief resume of
the material which is at our disposal from which we may form
our idea of what conception Jesus had of the kingdom of Sod.
We have seen that there is some material which scholars have
considered eschatological . We have also seen that there is
other material which can not be interpreted in that way.
What conclusions may we draw then as to the place of this
conception in the teaching of Jesus and what he meant when he
used the term? From the frequency of his use of the idea
and from the many varied interpretations we conclude that for
Jesus the kingdom of God was his great enthusiasm, the preach-
ing of that kingdom his great task and the achieving of that
kingdom his great challenge to those who were his followers.
B. The kingdom according to Jesus.
What then was that kingdom to him? Jesus never
defined what he meant by it and his message seemed to be
more concerned with preparing men for its coming than in
telling them what it was. He spoke of the kingdom as pre-
sent because he even at that time was doing the things that
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were to be expected in the kingdom. He was beginning to
overthrow the power of evil (Luke 11:£0). He was healing
the bodies of men and freeing them from the power of
demons, all of these, manifestations that the power of God
was among them. He was deeply conscious that he was bring-
ing God to men and men to God. He was bringing to men a
consciousness of sin8 forgiven and fellowship with God.
Harnack says, "True, the kingdom of God is the rule of God;
but it is the rule of the holy God in the hearts of individ-
uals; it is God himself in his power." (1) As Jesus
brought men God, the kingdom, of course, was present. Men
were doing the will of God, men were living in fellowship
with Him even though imperfectly.
But Jesus also pointed to the future as the time of the
coming of the kingdom. It is not difficult to see how in
the thought of men even then were doing the will of God but
future it must be for only then would the will of God be
carried out to perfection. Only in the future would all
sin, selfishness and suffering be done away in the time
when God's good will would prevail among men.
In this connection we may pause to see what our author-
ities say on the question of the time of the kingdom, wheth-
er present or future. Muirhead says that in the mind of
(1) Harnack: What is Christianity, p. 56
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Jesus present morality was never dissociated from the
thought of the Hereafter. "He knew nothing of shall be of
the future, the vision of which was dissociated in his mind
from the ought to be of the present. In other words his
ethical always kept pace with his eschatological teaching."
(1) And so Walker holds that even though Jesus did speak
of the kingdom as future it was never in any sense a denial
of its present existence. He linked up one with the other.
That there is a conflict between the kingdoms, that of God
and that of the devil, and that at some future time God is
to emerge from the conflict triumphant and that this formed
part of Jesus' conception of the kingdom is held by Harnack.
He believes that this part of the conception came to Jesus
from his Jewish inheritance while the fact that the kingdom
was already here was his own unique contribution to the con-
ception.
Some authorities explain this apparent contradiction
in Jesus' conception of the kingdom as a development in his
thought, that in the beginning of his ministry he conceived
the kingdom as coming miraculously, suddenly and later he
came to see it as a development. Others hold that "Jesus
(1) Muirhead: The 3schatology of Jesus, p. 108
c
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always thought of his kingdom as future and the apparent
references to it as already present are merely proleptic
and really refer to the course of Christian history which
must precede the coming of the kingdom." (1) Schweitzer
is very firm in his conviction that Jesus' conception of
the kingdom is entirely future as witnessed to by his
petition in the Lord's Prayer--"Thy kingdom come." The
only way that it can be thought of as present is "as a
cloud may be said to be present which throws its shadow
upon the earth; its nearness, that is to say, is recognized
by the paralysis of the kingdom of Satan." (2) With
Schweitzer's position that Jesus' conception of the kingdom
was so much in the future that the ethics he taught were
"Interimethics" we have little sympathy. Moral truths and
ethical teachings are eternal values and cannot be adjusted
to meet circumstances or fit into interims. Jesus' king-
dom was present because even then men were living in fellow-
ship with God and doing His will. It was future because
God's will would only then be done perfectly and God become
supreme
.
Another contradiction which we noted in our survey of
our material is that between the conception of the kingdom
(1) Stevens: New Testament Theology. p. 38
(2) Schweitzer: Quest of the Historical Jesus, p. 238.
i
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as a gift and as an achievement for which men are to strive.
J?or Julicher the kingdom was to be realized without any
human help but by the power of God alone. The parables of
the mustard seed and the leaven are intended to teach the
mystery of the kingdom, just as the seed and its growth are
mysterious and to make clear to those who heard that nothing
that man can do can change or alter the perfecting and fulfil-
ment of the kingdom. If the kingdom is transcendent, brought
about in a new age in which God has become supreme in His con-
flict with evil, then surely the kingdom is a gift of Sod.
If the kingdom is brought about through fellowship with God,
if it is God's power in men's lives as we have stated above,
truly it is a gift in every sense of the word. The life of
God in individual men and in the world comes only as a gift
from Him. Man can do nothing to deserve nor can he do any-
thing to earn it. But on the other hand suoh a gift depends
also on the recipient. God cannot give the gift of Himself
to those who are unwilling to receive it nor can it be given
to those who are unprepared in attitude and response, in
character to receive it. So Jesus definitely urged men to
realize the value of the kingdom and strive for it. The
kingdom was as a treasure hid in a field or a beautiful gem
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for which men seek, and strive and sacrifice. Muirhead
discounts as unwarranted any attempt to make this passage
(Matt. 6:33) teach that the kingdom is the product of men's
effort. He holds that Jesus is not speaking here of bring-
ing about the kingdom but of an attitude of mind which will
enable one to receive the kingdom. "Moral effort no more
produces the kingdom than anxious toil produces food and
raiment; true as it is, in each case, that the effort and
toil are necessary." (1) Montefiore acknowledges that
both attributes are present in the teaching of Jesus. It
is to be achieved by preparing oneself in character, in
life to receive the kingdom, achieved by striving to do the
will of God, by keeping one's life in fellowship with God;
it is God's gift to man in that man in no way merits it and
it is only through the help of a gracious God that he attains
to it
.
Was the kingdom as Jesus conceived it static, prepared
supramundanely and brought to earth, a transcendent kingdom?
Or was it the result of growth, an evolutionary development?
For those of our authorities who believe that Jesus was an
eschatologist primarily, the kingdom is transcendent, given
by God through a great catastrophe. Montefiore is inclined
to believe that Jesus may have gone to Jerusalem in the hope
(1) Muirhead: The Kschatology of Jesus, p. 109
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that there he would inaugurate the kingdom; that "God
would bring about the crisis and the denouement soon
after he had reached the capitol and then he, Jesus
would be installed upon his Messianic throne." (1)
ii
Von Dobschutz holds that neither Jesus nor Paul look-
ed forward to a development which would cover a long
period of years. He believes that the parables of the
mustard seed (Mark 4:30-32, Luke 13: 18-21, Matthew 13:
31-33) teach a growing kingdom quite contrary to the one
which should come with catastrophic suddenness but a
kingdom whose growth would be rapid, in opposition to the
modern view of a slow process of development. For Stev-
ens the kingdom in elementary form had always been here
but "in a still wider view it keeps on coming through all
the courses of human history and reaches its culmination
only in the completion of the work of redemption." (2)
The parable of the sower in Matthew 13 would seem to
teach that there must be an intensive cultivation and de-
velopment of spiritual life in the extension of the king-
dom; and the parables of the leaven and of the growing
grain, a fulfilment of the laws of growth in the develop-
ment of the kingdom.
(1) Montefiore: The Religious Teachings of Jesus, p. 134
(2) Stevens: New Testament Theology, p. 35
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Closely associated with the above is the further ques-
tion-- Is the kingdom to come aa an outward show or an in-
ward experience? If eschatological and apocalyptic it
comes from without. Luke 17:20, 21 seems to state plain-
ly that it is an inward experience. If God is to estab-
lish the kingdom by the visible second coming of Jesus in
power and glory as held by eschatologists , it will be out-
ward. The sons of Zebedee asked Jesus for positions of
power and honor in the kingdom (Mark 10:35-45) and Jesus
rebuked them. He said in effect that the kingdom was not
like that, its true greatness came from service and hu-
mility.
For Harnack, bound up in the meaning of the kingdom are
three elements, (a) a supernatural gift from above, (b) a
blessing coming from fellowship with God and (c) "it is the
most important experience that a man can have, that on which
everything else depends; it permeates and dominates his
whole existence because sin is forgiven and misery banished."
fl) The parables of the kingdom which are really illustra-
tions of certain phases of the kingdom teach that the kingdom
is a force, a principle of life, a power planted in men's
hearts which grows and develops. It is now at work within
(1) Harnack: The History of Christianity, p. 61
/
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man. Mark 10:15 indicates that the kingdom must be receiv-
ed before one can enter into it. It must then be some in-
ward experience which precedes the coming of the eschatolog-
ical kingdom. Both Von Dobschutz and Harnack hold that
both conceptions are possible.
It would seem to us that Jesus has given us the core of
his thought of the kingdom along this line first of all in
his record of his temptation experience. It would seem as
if he at that time fought out the question as to what kind
of a kingdom he was to preach and that he realized that
men's needs were to be met most fully in a spiritual rather
than in a physical way. He was to preach and establish
the kind of a kingdom that G-od wanted him to do. He re-
fused to accept the way of authority, popularity and fame
and took the way of lowly service and sacrifice, the way of
the cross. In the second place, we believe that he gave
us the keynote of his teaching regarding the kingdom when
he taught the disciples to pray. Coupled with the petition
for the coming kingdom and closely connected with it in
thought is the request that God's will become more and more
dominant in the lives of men and in the world so God's
sovereignty would be more and more acknowledged and accepted.
*
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then more and more surely would Sod's kingdom become uni-
versal. In the fourth Gospel the idea of the kingdom has
been almost completely spiritualized and the term used is
"eternal life", a term which denotes not duration of ex-
istence but a quality of life, an attitude, a response to
3od, an inner dynamic and force. For some, however, the
Grospel ofJohn would not be considered valid testimony re-
garding the thought of Jesus himself because for them this
record is an interpretation rather than an historical
account.
On the other hand, was the kingdom as Jesus taught it
an organized community? Walker holds that if we do not
conceive of the kingdom as a divine community here on
earth we are not understanding Jesus' teaching of the king-
dom aright. He insists that Jesus was not thinking of any
abstract rule of Sod in the hearts of men but quite defin-
itely of a community or society of men among whom the sover-
eignty of Sod was acknowledged. Bundy agrees in holding
this conception. Because it is a power or a force in the
lives of men Headlam feels that it may be described as
Christianity, a new force unleashed with the ministry of
Jesus. It has sometimes been taken as the Christian
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Church but it is better to take the Christian church as the
outward aspect of this hidden force of the kingdom which
has been working in the world.
The kingdom is, indeed, a spiritual force, a dynamic,
working within the lives of men but it also is fellowship
of men, controlled by the dynamic, bringing about the rule
of the Spirit, the dominion of Sod in all the life of the
world
.
Closely bound up with the question as to whether the
kingdom is present or future is the one as to whether it
is to be set up in this world or in the world to come.
For those who believe in the present, developing, spirit-
ual kingdom, Jesus taught that the kingdom was to come on
the earth. Muirhead holds that Jesus had in himself the
unique consciousness of being the one through whom the
kingdom was to be brought to earth; that he was the giver
of supernatural blessings. .For those for whom apocalyp-
ticism is the essence of Jesus' teaching the final king-
dom of perfect blessedness is to be set up in the world
to come.
For us the kingdom as Jesus taught it and lived it
is both present and future. Men are already living in
e
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fellowship with God and in accordance with his will but
only in the future will it be perfectly done. It is a
gift of God in that man can never deserve it nor earn it.
Fellowship is given, not earned. It is also achieved not
passively received. Man must seek before he can find;
must strive before he can do the will of God. It is a
spiritual force, a dynamic power in the lives of individuals
which manifests itself in a fellowship of men, living in
union with God.
Who then are to be members of this kingdom? We have
listed above the passages where Jesus has given us the
teachings regarding membership in the kingdom. As we look
over these we discover that for Jesus, race and nationality
were to have no deciding voice in the matter of entrance
into the kingdom. Character, spiritual qualities were to
be the bases upon which members were to be admitted. All
those who would obey the will of God were eligible. Atti-
tude toward God was fundamental in his teaching. Because
of the demand for character as essential for entrance, the
kingdom was universal. We have mentioned above Schweitzer's
contention that Jesus was teaching merely "interiraethics"
with no thought of their having permanent value. Case holds
*
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that only those who were prepared on a moral and spirit-
ual basi3 and who even then were in fellowship with God
could hope to enter into the kingdom when finally estab-
lished. "So far as the actual quality of the new life
was concerned, expressed in terms of its attitudes, its
motives, its ideals, and its sincerities, it was the
same that Jesus would require now of those who strive to
do the will of God. Jesus taught no ' interimethics 1 "
.
(1) What he demanded were the moral and ethical ideals
which have eternal value.
G
. Jesus as an apocalyptist
.
We have endeavored to summarize in a brief way
what we consider some of the more important teachings of
Jesus. We have reviewed the supposedly eschatological
material as well as the parables and passages which seem
to give a non-apocalyptic viewpoint. We are then faced
with two questions, --Was Jesus an apocalyptist? and Did he
give his teaching regarding the kingdom as a program of
social betterment? Jesus may have been an apocalyptist
and there seems to be material which would indicate that
there was something of that element in his teaching. We
believe, however, that this element has been exaggerated
(1) Case: Jesus, a New Biography. p. 438
*t
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by some of our authorities. Dare we say that Jesus was
an apocalyptist, simply because it was the belief of his
own age? The religious leaders of that time were rit-
ualists of the first water yet there is nothing in the
records to indicate that Jesus was a thoroughgoing ritu-
alist. If he was an apocalyptist we must ask ourselves
the question as to what kind of an apocalyptist he was.
Was he awaiting the kingdom as a catastrophic interven-
tion on the part of God? Perhaps so, perhaps not. We
all are more or less of apocalyptists
,
looking for a gold-
en age in the future when things that seem wrong now may
be corrected but that does not say that we are looking for
a catastrophic change. 3o Jesus may have been apocalyptic
but what was his position? Llathews holds that in all but
one point in Pharisaic I.lessianism Jesus was in agreement,
a belief in two ages, the kingdom as future and catastrophic,
given rather than achieved, in the judgment, the resurrec-
tion and himself as Messiah. All these are supported by
quotations from the Sospel records. Only on the point of
the membership in the kingdom did he differ from them. For
them membership was exclusively Jewish; for Jesus those who
should resemble him in faith in a loving, heavenly Father
were eligible. For Montefiore, Jesus was an apocalyptist
r
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of the Pharisaic type. "The kingdom as Jesus used the
tern, was not something within a man; it was without him;
it was a condition of the world, a state of which his own
beatitude would indeed form a part but which was primarily
something given, something striven for, something social
and general rather than something purely individualistic
and personal. Where the kingdom seems identified with an
existing community or where, if anywhere it seems that it
must mean a process or state within the soul, I hold that
the historic Jesus is no longer speaking to us in his own
words." (1) For Iuuirhead, Jesus embraced both the eth-
ical and eschatological sides of the kingdom in his view-
point and considers that because he used such vivid pic-
tures in describing the eschatological kingdom it has a
tendency to blind us to the fact that for Jesus the king-
dom was an actual experience. That Jesus felt the most
important part of his mission was to announce the immin-
ence of the kingdom of heaven, because he filt that divine
intervention was at hand and his desire was to prepare men
for the kingdom is the opinion of Case. Harnack holds
that Jesus' teaching regarding the kingdom of Sod ran the
gamut of all prophetic utterances and announced not only a
(1) L£ontef iore
:
The Heligious Teachings of Jesus, p. 60
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day of judgement with a visible rulership of God in the
future but also in inward and spiritual ooming of the king-
dom, iimmet says that even though there is admittedly
apocalyptic material in Christ's teaching we must not of
necessity interpret it in the most literal and crudest way.
He used the symbolical language of his day and his follow-
ers may have interpreted it literally but nevertheless
that material was secondary in his teaching and remained in
the background.
Our authors seem to agree on one or two points. In
the first place they seem to unite on the point that for
Jesus there was no thought of a political kingdom. He had
no part in the contemporary revolutionary movements . They
also seem to believe that Jesus took the current beliefs in
the apocalyptic hope as he found them and lifted them to
grander heights and infused in them universality and spirit-
uality. The kingdom was something larger and finer than
any Jewish state could have been. But on most of the
points in regard to the conception of Jesus, each of our
authors seems to interpret it according to his own point of
view. It would seem to us then that the idea of the kingdom
of God according to Jesus, was, as we said at the beginning,
like a jewel cut with many facets each reflecting the light
in a different way. His teaching was so varied, the content
r
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of his conception of the kingdom so rich that it was and
still is capable of many interpretations. ?or us, then,
in regard to the apocalypticism of Jesus there seems to be
several points to be taken as bases, foundation stones upon
which to build our conception of his idea of the kingdom.
We believe that Jesus was not at all interested in the phys-
ical details of the future. Several times he warned his
disciples that no one knew the time of the coming of the
kingdom. (Matthew 24:36, 42-44,Mark 13:32, Matthew 25:13)
Jesus was conscious of a divine mission and we must find the
explanation of his apocalypticism in his own unique relig-
ious consciousness. for Jesus the center of his life and
thought was the character of God and all else was subsidiary
to that idea. His mission was somehow to get men to devote
themselves to the carrying out of the will of God. He was
a kingdom enthusiast; he was perfectly confident that the
kingdom of Sod was coming because of his thought of the
character of God. He may have become so enthusiastic for
the kingdom that he thought God would bring it in speedily
through some great catastrophe but he was willing to leave
the method of its accomplishment to God. We believe that
Jesus was not dominated by apocalypticism per se but by his
conception of the character of God. The rest was a matter
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of method and detail for him. we conclude, therefore,
that he did not preach an apocalyptic program to be ful-
filled and carried out nor did he give us any millennial
program with all its details. So far as the kingdom was
concerned he pointed our eyes to and centered our atten-
tion upon God, revealing to us His character as he felt
himself uniquely qualified to do and demanding from men
that they should live according to the will of God, leaving
the ordering of the universe and the method of the estab-
lishment of His kingdom to God.
Turning to the other side of the picture did Jesus give
us a social program? Was he a social reformer? We have
seen that he spoke of the kingdom as something already pre-
sent, a spiritual force, a principle of life working al-
ready present, a spiritual force, a principle of life work-
ing already within man, and manifesting itself in a fellow-
ship between men similarly trying to carry out the will of
God. We find the Gospel of John confirming this thought
of the synoptic record, that of the kingdom as a principle.
With him (the writer of the fourth gospel) "not simply the
great event itself--the glorious ?arousia of the Christ--
but the events of the resurrection and judgment that accom-
pany it, are regarded from within rather than from without...
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He who believes does not come to judgment; he has passed
already from death to life. (5:24) Comparing the
Johannine testimony with the utterances in the Synoptic
Gospels, few it may he but important—which reveal a con-
sciousness in Jesus of the kingdom of God that is present
and not simply future, and considering especially the fact
that in spite of their testimony to Jesus' sense of the
imminence of the kingdom yet to come, there is not in the
Synoptic Gospels the slightest indication that this tre-
mendous prospect at all diminished his appreciation of
those precepts .... that have to do with the secular order,
we shall hesitate before accepting the idea suggested by
Joh. Weiss, that the precise meaning of the ethical utter-
ances of Jesus is to be determined by our knowledge (?) of
His eschatology. " (1) The kingdom according to the Fourth
gospel then was a dynamic force, a principle of life. If
the kingdom is a principle of life, it must, indeed, have
social consequences. Life cannot be isolated within one
individual; it is a matter of relationships and social con-
sequences. Jesus gave us ethical and moral truths, which
are characteristic of those living in the kingdom. But did
he give us a social program? We believe, that in the same
(1) H. B. D. : Zschatology, ivluirhead. Vol. 1. p. 534
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way that he gave us no apocalyptic or milennial program in
detail, so he gave us no social program. Here again he
turned our attention to his conception of the character of
God. This is the basis for christian programs of social
welfare and improvement. The kingdom is expressed by an
attitude of mind and personality, the response of an indi-
vidual to God. Because Christ's God was the kind of Sod
He was, because His character demanded a certain attitude
toward our brothers, our relation to that kind of a God
means social effort, the carrying out of social principles
and ideals. Jesus did not give us a social program but
he gave us such a conception of the character of God as to
demand a new relationship to our fellowmen and a carrying
out of the will of God in all our associations.
As indicated above we have discovered in our studies
of the positions of the scholars in regard to Jesus' view
of the kingdom of God the utmost confusion. There seems
to be no general consensus of opinion among the authorities.
They seem to take the same material and draw from it vary-
ing conclusions. In general, however, there seem to be
two general trends in their thought, the one which empha-
sizes the apocalyptic element in the Gospels and the other
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which discounts that same element. This confusion adds
difficulty to the problem of searching out Jesus' real
thought and message regarding the kingdom.
Another difficulty encountered was seen to be that
there is no entire agreement among authorities as to the
authenticity of certain passages. Some scholars hold
that these passages, particularly those with eschatological
references, represent the original Jesus' tradition while
others hold that this material was added by the disciples
of the early church because of their own expectation of the
almost immediate Parousia. To be perfectly confident un-
der these conditions that a particular passage under dis-
cussion is Jesus' own message and thought regarding the
kingdom seems to be difficult.
Apparent confusion and contradiction seemed to be pre-
sent also when we turned to a study of teaching other than
so-called apocalyptic that Jesus gave in parables regarding
the kingdom. Jesus apparently represented the kingdom
both as present and a future, as a gift and as an achieve-
ment, as a development and as the result of a sudden cat-
astrophe, as a spiritual dynamic and as an organized so-
ciety, to be brought about in this world and in the world
to come.
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Is it possible, then, to oome to a definite clear-cut
decision in regard to Jesus' teaching of the kingdom? We
believe that in order to do this v/e must take into consid-
eration not only his teaching regarding this particular
aspect of his thought but also his attitudes in his life
as well. Jesus' emphasis throughout his life was upon
Sod. He lived in a unique relationship to God with a
consciousness of a peculiar responsibility to Him. The
dynamic in his life was his confident faith in God as Father.
He emphasized both in teaching and life the importance of
man's right relation to God. He sought to bring men God,
to teach them to know the Father with whom he lived in con-
stant fellowship. The kingdom assumed the central place in
his teaching because of this faith in God. To express to
men in ways that they could understand all that God and His
kingdom could mean to them taxed the resources of language
and illustration to the limit. He used all the ideas at
his command to convey to men the richness and variety of the
content of his thought regarding the kingdom. This some-
times has lead to apparent contradictions. He may have ex-
pressed his thought concerning the kingdom of God in the
apocalyptic imagery of his day but we believe that he was not
an apocalyptist per se, dominated by the idea of a catastrophic
i*
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coming of that kingdom. If he had been occupied with an
apocalyptic program as such and completely dominated by the
eschatological hope we should expect him to be much more
consistent in his statements regarding the coming kingdom
and much more definite as to apocalyptic details and pro-
gram. He warned his listeners that no one but the Father
knew certain details. He gave us no such apocalyptic or
millennial program that we can look forward to having ful-
filled in every detail. He was dominated by his concep-
tion of the coming of God's kingdom and the matter of the
how and the when of its coming was of minor importance to
him. We have also come to the belief that Jesus' con-
ception of a social program was dominated by the same idea,
his thought of the character of God and only as the charac-
ter of God demands that His will be carried out in social
relationships do we have a basis for a program of social
welfare. Just as in the teachings of the prophets in the
Old Testament regarding the coming golden age, Jahweh was
the one constant factor so the character of God was the
dominant factor in Jesus' conception of the kingdom. God
dominated his life and the character of God pervaded his
teaching not an apocalyptic nor social program. Only as
we realize this can we come to any unified conclusions as
to his teaching of the kingdom.
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IV. Summary.
In the discussion of our thesis we have, of necessity
omitted some important phases because of limited space but
we have endeavored to show that because Jesus used the terra,
'kingdom of God 1 , without any definitions of it, it must
have been understood by those who heard him. It must have
had a background and we have gone to the Old Testament and
kindred writings to discover the conceptions from which it
sprang. We have seen that in the earliest Semitic thought
the gods were conceived as kings of their respective nations
that in Israel Jahweh was even at the first thought of as
its ruler with a special covenant relation to it. Because
of the glory and power of the Lavidic monarchy the concep-
tion of the golden age, which was to come because of Jah-
weh' s power and interest in them, was thought of as the
restoration of the Davidic dynasty. The exile brought a
new thought into the conception for it was necessary for the
prophets to explain the exile. They proclaimed it as a pro
cess of purification for the nation which was made necessary
because of its disobedience rather than failure on the part
of Jahweh. The day of the Lord was not to be a joyful day
therefore, but one of doom and judgment.
r
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With this later development grew up another conception,
the thought of the kingdom as an apocalyptic hope. Con-
ditions for Israel were so bad that it seemed impossible for
help to come without a special divine intervention and the
hope for the coming kingdom was expressed as a belief in a
sudden catastrophe to usher in the golden age. We saw that
among the apocalyptic writers there were two strains of
thought, one optimistic whose tenet was that man must coop-
erate to bring in the kingdom and the other pessimistic, be-
lieving that divine intervention was the only hope because
of the utter despair of the situation. We also suggested
that into the conception of Israel grew a dualistic phil-
osophy with its two kingdoms, one evil and the other good.
And as the thinking developed we saw that the kingdom be-
came more spiritual and more transcendental. Still another
element in the Old Testament thought was pointed out— that
the kingdom was to be a sovereignty of God, that inherent
in the moral and righteous character of God lay the suprem-
acy of Jahweh over the other gods which made Him ruler over
the entire world. The kingdom that was to come, then, was
one in which His will is obeyed and His moral character im-
itated. The kingdom as a temporal rule, as an apocalyptic
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hope and as the sovereignty of Sod are all elements found
in the Old Testament conception.
We have seen that in the development of the idea there
may be traces of foreign influences, from mythological ideas
of Babylon and from the philosophy and religion of Persia
but that the importance of these influences may easily be
exaggerated; that the Jewish people in incorporating outside
influences into their conceptions remade and remolded them
by their own genius and made them entirely their own.
We have seen that some of our authors feel that the
Old Testament conceptions regarding the kingdom were well
known in Jesus' day and occupied an influential place in the
thinking of that time the conception expressing itself in
the revolutionary messianism of the masses and in a more
apocalyptic hope of the intellectual Pharisees. In tracing
the development of the idea we discovered that the thought
of the Messiah or an individual leader in the coming kingdom
was not always an essential feature in the conception and
that when the Messiah did occupy an important place in the
thought of a writer, the conceptions of his character were
not always the same.
6
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We made a brief summary of the material that we have
from which we might be able to draw conclusions as t o Jesus'
thought of the kingdom. We endeavored to show the charac-
ter of the eschatological discourse as given in Mark 13,
Matthew 24 and Luke 21, making an analysis of its content
and character, and giving several theories as to its com-
position, that it is a composite of utterances of Jesus,
that another apocalypse, either of Christian, Jewish, or
Jewish-christian source has been incorporated into it.
We also noted that much of the material is not necessarily
eschatological in its character but is predict 1011 as to the
fall of Jerusalem with the accompanying distress; that
Matthew added certain words and phrases which have given to
his record a much more apocalyptic character. We reviewed
briefly the idea embodied in the term 'son of man' and con-
cluded that in Jesus' use of the term we have an equivocal
term which may or may not have meant the Messiah and which
he used partly to reveal and partly to conceal his Messiah-
ship. In addition to the above we noticed that there is
in the synoptic record other so-called eschatological mater-
ial, especially to be noted in passages predicting his second
coming and in parables relating to the judgment. We also
pointed out that in a number of instances it is not necessary
to interpret these passages eschatologically.
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In regard to these eschatological references we found
that scholars differ, some of them holding to their authen-
ticity, feeling that they represent the original Jesus' tra-
dition; others holding that this material was all added by
the disciples of the early church because of their own ex-
pectation of the early Parousia. Still others hold that
while Jesus seems to have spoken in apocalyptic language
we should interpret it as having been used by him symboli-
cally.
We endeavored to show that Jesus gave other parables in
regard to the value of the kingdom, qualities in it and the
nature of the kingdom and the conditions of membership in it.
That there were a number of other incidental sayings of Jesus
in which he represented the kingdom both as present and fu-
ture; as an achievement to be striven after by men and as the
free gift of God; both as static and as developing, fulfill-
ing the laws of growth; as a spiritual dynamic, a force en-
tering into the life of man which transforms him and as an
organized society of men; both as to be set up in this world
and to be brought about in the world to come.
We have tried to show Jesus' teaching as drawn from
this material as we have it. We believe that this conception
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of the kingdom was one central in the teaching of Jesus,
and that the idea was so rich and varied that he used
many different thoughts to express its meaning. He
thought of the kingdom as present because God's will was
even then being done to some extent by men but that it
was future in that His will would only be perfectly done
then. He conceived it as a gift of God because men could
never earn nor deserve it but also it was an achievement
because only as man sought could he receive the gift. He
believed in it as both developing and as static, as a spir-
itual dynamic a principle of life, a force in men's lives
as well as a fellowship of such men united in common effort
and striving. He, too, expressed his belief in the king-
dom to be set up in this v/orld and in the world to come.
Membership in the kingdom, we found, was conditioned
upon the possession of spiritual qualities. Character
was the primary factor in entrance into the kingdom which
made it universal rather than limited to any particular
race. Greatness in the kingdom was not dependent upon
position and power but upon humility and service.
We endeavored to show that when one says that Jesus
was an apocalyptist that does not settle the problem.
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He may have been but the more important question was as to
the kind of an apocalyptist he was. V/e feel from the study
made that Jesus may have been an apocalyptist but that he
was not dominated by that idea. He was oonvinced that
there was a kingdom of God and that it was surely coming but
he was content to leave the time and the method of its com-
ing to God. He had no apocalyptic nor millennial program.
He was dominated by his conception of the character of God
and his teachings are based upon that dominating passion.
Just as we found that Jesus had no apocal7ptic or
millennial program, so he had no social program; that the
basis for all Christian programs for social betterment lies
not in the program that Jesus has given us but in his rela-
tion to God which in turn expressed itself in an attitude
of mind toward one's fellows which made social improvement
and effort necessary.
As a conclusion, then to our study, we hold that Jesus
lived a life and gave to us a matchless personality and ex-
ample rather than a system of religion. His teaching re-
garding the kingdom was not a hard and fast system, logic-
ally thought out and taught. It still glows and burns
with the fire of his own faith and confidence in God. It
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was illuminated by his relationship with God and expressed
in terras consonant with his conception of the character of
Sod and shot through with his radiant passion that men
should enter into a similar relationship with his Father.
Because of the number of passages giving us varying ideas
regarding the kingdom and of the large variety of inter-
pretations of the various scholars regarding these passages
we hold that the term as Jesus used it was an equivocal one
capable of many interpretations and conclusions. We be-
lieve that his thought of the kingdom grew out of his own
experience; it was the natural expression of his own faith.
For him the thing of primary importance was not a system of
thought but SOD and man's relation to Him. Jesus felt
that he himself stood in a unique relationship with God,
that because of this he was able to reveal Him to man and
that his mission in life was to communicate to men his
faith, his attitude, his response to God. He believed
that the same relation expressed in attitude of mind and
heart was possible for every man. He was a kingdom en-
thusiast whose radiant passion was for men to enter into
this relationship to God. This relationship was one of
fellowship based on obedience to the will of God. The
kingdom was to be composed of all those who by obedience
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to the will of Jod entered into filial fellowship with Him.
Jesus may have expressed his oonviotion and enthusiasm as
to the kingdom of Sod in apocalyptic, eschatological lan-
guage but as we have said above, how the kingdom came was
not important. But that the kingdom of God, fellowship
with God, should come was his great enthusiasm. The char-
acter of God was his dominating thought and the bringing in
of the kingdom conceived as fitting to that character of
God was his passion. "For the kingdom he is ready to sac-
rifice everything; he gives all, even life itself in order
to possess and present it. The world has never witnessed
a greater quest of religious faith. For Jesus the kingdom
of God was much more than convincing; it was completely
commanding. His faith in it created his character; it de-
termined his conduct down to the least detail of his exist-
ence." (1) Because it was his enthusiasm, his passion to
give men God as he knew Him to be, Jesus has brought to men
a partial realization of the kingdom of God.
(1) Bundy: Religion of Jesus. p. 130
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